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A T T H E ORONO C O N TE ST

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

Knox - Lincoln was represented
thus a t the recent annual State 4-H
Club contest In Orono:
Champions: Leonard M. Brann,
North Whitefield; Maynard Waltz,
Damariscotta;
Catherine Goudy,
Damariscotta; Annie Mae Rhodes,
Union; Charlotte Waltz, dkm ariscotta; Russell Holmes, Damariscotta;
leaders; Bernal Jewett, Head Tide;
Loring Edgerly, Gardiner; Oliver W.
Holmes. South Bristol; others: Miss
Ruth M. Clark, club agent, Rock
land; Miss Vida York, Damariscotta
Mills.

Subscriptions $3 00 per year payable In
advance; single copies three cents.
Advertising rates based upon circula
tion and very reasonable.
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Gazette was established
In 1846 In 1874 the Courier was estab
lished and consolidated with the Gazette
In 1882 The Free Press was established
In 1855 and In 1891 changed Its name to
the Tribune. These papers consolidated
March 17. 1897.

Character is unconscious obedi- •••
ence to conscience.—Abraham •••
Lincoln.
*

ON E YEAR AGO
Prom the tiles of The Courler-Oasette we learn that—
The Rockland High School basket
ball teams v ve leading their respec
tive leagues
Dr. P. O. Bartlett was recovering
from a serious illness.
Walter H. Spear retired from the
shoe business.
The annual open meeting of the
Shakespeare Society was held at the
Copper Kettle. Miss Anna Cough
lin was guest speaker, her subject
being "Shelf, Binding and Book."

C o m i q u e T h e a tr e
C AM DEN, MAINE
TODAY
ON THE STAGE

“ HARLEM
ARISTOCRATS”
America’s Faftert Coloied Revue
24 People 10-Plece Rhythm Band
Chores of Nine Georgia Peaches

FA N S LIKED S H O W

Postmaster Veazie has been noti
There wds a good crowd in Ten
an t’s Harbor Odd Fellows hall Friday I fied of an amendment to the postal
night to greet the wrestling and box- laws relative to the use of private
ing troupe brought to town by the mail receptacles. Postmaster Gen
Rockland matchmaker, Oliver H am -1eral Parley now orders th at—
"Every such private mail box or
lin.
The wrestling bout between Don ’ other receptacle intended for use for
Meyers of Gardiner and Sully of Bel the receipt of delivery of mail mat
fast was hailed by some of the fans J ter by any city or village letter car
as the best ever pulled off In that rier shall be used exclusively for the
town. A kick in the nose put Sully reception of matter regularly In the
out
of commission, and the Kennebec mails, and any mailable m atter, such
BA SK ETBA LL
contestant won two falls. Hamlin as statements of account, circulars,
D E E R IN G MEN’S CLU B
VS.
sales bills, or like matter, deposited
refereed.
R O C K PO R T ACE C l I ' B
The best bout of the evening was therein shall be treated in accord
A t Rockport Tow n H all •
the boxing match bet;.Ten Rookie ance with tihe rules governing the
THURSDAY, JAN. 18—8 P. M.
Wright of Belfast and Walter Rey mails, including the proper address
Admis Jon 25 Cents
nolds of Rockland. Wright is about ing and the payment of postage at
.
7’ l t
as tough as they make them, hut was the regular rate.
all in when the bell rang at the end
“When a carrier finds deposited in
1
of
the
last
round.
Both
boxers
got
a
such
a mail box or other mail re
A DRAM ATIC A N D
j great hand.
ceptacle mailable m atter on which
M USICAL RECITAL
A right to the jaw proved the un no postage has been paid, addressed
Auspices of Warren Women's Club
doing of Battling Phelps of Rockland, to or intended for the person in |
will be given
the blow being administered by Kid whose box it is deposited, he shall
A T TH E TOWN HALL
j
Olson
of Thomaston in the third 1take such matter to the postofflee to
T H U R S D A Y EVG., JA N . 18
round.
be held for postage.
a t 8 o'clock
Young Renaud of Belfast and Bat
“The purpose of the amended
Adm ission 25 C en ts
King of Poor's Mills staged a bout regulation Is to prevent, the obstruc
that was as tame as a pet pussy cat. tion of such mail boxes with ex
Young Robinson of Thomaston traneous advertising matter, etc.,
shaded
Kid Hastings of Rockland, which interferes with the delivery of
HEAR
and Young Childs beat Percy Porter mail by city or village letter carriers.
In the opener.
In addition, it may be expected to
Bud Fisher was the third man in bring back into the mails matter
as
the ring during the boxing bouts.
such as statements of account, bills,
St. George will see more activity and circulars formerly mailed at city
along this line next Friday night
or village letter carrier offices for lo
cal delivery, which concerns now
deliver by their own employes who!
place the matter In the letter boxes'
or other mail receptacles of the per
A n d Every Tuesday Here
sons for whom the m atter Is In
tended."
after at the Same Hour

PHILLIPS LORD

“SETH PARKER

tt

Tonight at 10

NBC NETWORK

ON THE SCREEN

“BY CANDLELIGHT”
Matinee and Evening
7 - lt

DANCE
T H U R SD A Y NIGHT
T ow n Hall, Union
STAN

W ALSH’S ORCHESTRA
Free Bus

7‘lt

These broadcasts are made from
the after cabin of the famous
world-girdling ship "Seth Parker"
under sporsorshlp of

FRIGID AIRE
148Ttf

ITY OF ROCKLAND, MAINE
Department of.Scaler of
Weights and Measures

NOTICE!
In compliance with provisions.
Sec. 13, Chap. 61 of the general
laws of Malr.c, as amended 1917.
I hereby give notice to all persons
using weighing or mea urlng de
vices for the purpose of buying or
-citing goods, warrs or merchan
dise for public weighing or lor hire,
or reward. To bring in such
weighing or measuring devices to
me at 470 Main Street. Rorkland.
Maine, to te tested, adju .ted and
ucaled.

This includes all out of (own
pcdlers and sellers of wood.
E. II. CHARLES
Sealer of Weights A Measures
6-8

‘HIS UNCLE’S NIECE’
(a farce in three acts)

T H U R S. EVG., JAN. 18
at 7.30

C h ild ren under 14 years, 15 C ents

6-8

B DAILY
O STRIPS
T BYOBUSN
7.30 A. M. and 1.40 F. M.
$4.00 One Way; $7.20 Round Trip
Railroad Responsibility *
Tickets at Narragansett Hotel,
Chisholm Bros., Hotel Rockland,
and Thorndike Hotel, Rockland;
Il L. Davis, Warren, and McDon
ald's Drag Store, Thomaston.

MAINE CENTRAL TRANS. CO.
TEL. 92

THE
ATLANTIC MONTHLY
Make the most of your reading
hours. Enjoy the wit, the wisdom,
the companionship, the charm that
have made the Atlantic, for sev
enty-five years, America's mest
quoted and most cherished maga
zine.
Seed $1 (mentioning this ad)
to
The Atlantic Monthly, 8 A rlington
St., Boston
t*T10

ALFORD LAKE
JERSEY FARM

M -tf

--------------------- B3T"
W . J. TAIT
E xpert W atch and
C lock M aker
S p ecia lize on C him es an d F rench
Clocks
A1I Work G uaranteed
F orm erly em ployed by C. E. Morse
Jew eler
Now Located at

HUSTON-TUTTLE BOOK STORK
404 Main Street
Rockland
ELECTRICAL REMOVAL OF
TONSILS
No risk to patient; no hospitalization.
Free Examining Clinic 3 to 5 P. M.
Saturdays
DR. ETHEL CRIE
Osteopathic Physician
Office Tel. 136; Res. 83 Thomaston
1-13

U. KAN GET
A quart of Fresh Buttermilk with
each pound of our Dairy Butter
at Knight's Market
3‘l t

. LITTLE
BEAUTY SH O P
33 CAMDEN ST.,

TEL. 557-W.

Shampoos,
Scalp Treatment,
Marcels and Finger
W aves,

35c
50c
35c

3’ l t

D r. Edna E. E rskine

READ

TEN CENT DANCE

B U Y /
5%

1'&9"

D e lin q u e n t T a x L ist

THE COURIER-GAZETTE
W A N T -A D S

Chiropodist
Shampooing
Scalp Treatment
Will go out to your home for work
by appointment

Tel. Rockland 242-M
1-3

ANDREW REKILA
Boot and Shoe Repairing
Neatly D one
320 M AIN ST.,
RO CK LAND
O ver H astings’ D ry G oods Store

THE LAM P CAME BACK
W illiam MacLeod Raine
AUTHOR OF

“T he Desert’s Price”

|

The Comique Theatre feature today
Acting Sheriff George I. Shaw and I the best political fishermen in the
„narlpm
Americas
Deputy Sheriff Ludwick went to ! county, got early results.
fastest colored revue is on the stage
Georges River Friday night, with i ' "It s a whale!" he shouted, an:L and on the s c re e n - By Candipiight ”
,
. , ether fishermen gathered around to
visions of a big catch of smelU. And,
what
fx . mayor had. Ianded
Henry Simmons and Frederick
such might have been their good for- lhis tJmc
Waltz, well-known automobile sales
tune if Earle hadn't made a false j And derc wc are ca'lrd. upon to use
men, have joined the Ford sales and
move and knocked the gas lamp an express on originated by a man '
organizatjon of Pircproof
named Ripley.
through the hole in the ice
| Garage Sales Co.
Believe it or not” what Charles
A dtstingushed1 visitor in the per
pulled out of the hole was the selfThe Reemployment office, now lo
son of Gov. Brann was expected there same gas iamp that Earie had
cated in the Central Maine Power Co.
Saturday morning and Deputy Lud- 1knooked Into it the night before. The
building, Willow and Union streets,
wick and C. M. Richardson, the new -' tide had evidently carried it up river
has its own telephone, number 105, a
ly appointed sheriff, were on hand ( during the night, and brought it back
j permanent connection.
early to meet him. Unexpected d u -, to the starting point next morning.
ties made it impossible for the Gov- j Some punster hearing of the Inci- , The Maine Federation year book,
ernor to come, so the fishermen ccn- ! dent was brave enough to remark t h a t ' whtCh is being arranged by Mrs. Alcluded to fry their luck.
Mr. Richardson came home with a ( bert E chitlenden of Auburn, a forCharles, who is accounted one of | “light" catch.
; mer State president, will soon be
available to all club members.

GOING TO BE "SOM E” FEED

William MacLeod Itaine was bom
an Englishman, his birthplace be
ing London, but he came to Amer
ica with hls parents when he was
ten years of age, and settled with
them in Arkansas. He attended
the Senrcy (Ark.) college as a prepara(orv school, and was later grad
uated
from unemn,
Oberlin, nnu
and later
uaiea irom
laier reeeived a degree from the University
of Colorado. For a time he taught
school In Seattle, Wash., then
turned his attention to newspaper
wrting, serving as a reporter and
editorial writer on Seattle and Denver papers. In 1902 he began writ
ing stories, and has at all times
specialized on western romances.
Among his books that have achieved
a place in American literature are
“A Texas Ranger,” “Ridgway of
Montana,” “Crooked Trails and
Straight,” “The Hlghgrader,” "The
Fighting Tenderfoot," and others.
During the World war he served
as a member of the Committee on
Public Information. For five years
he lectured on journalism in the
University of Colorado.
William MacLeod Kalne is reengnized as one of the distinguished
authors of America, and as a man
who knows the West. His story,
“Die Desert's Price," will appear se
rially in our columns, and we know
our readers will enjoy every line
of It.
STARTS TODAY—PAGE FOUR

TALK O F THE TOW N

Ed Dean’s generous offer of 100 100 pounds of sour krout for a sup
pounds of hls famous sour kroul to per for the unemployed or any other
be used at a supper for the unem worthy cause, we will be very glad to
ployed, or any other worthy cause, do our part and add to Mr. Dean's
was not allowed to go unmatched. offer. We will gladly donate all of the
Read wl.at H. H. Stover, president of Stover’s Pride Flour needed to make
the Stover Feed Manufacturing Co. hot biscuits and cakes for the entire
party. Here's hoping both the kidsays:
dies and the unemployed will have a
Rockland. Jan. 13.
Regarding your notice in Saturday’s ! large party, the more the merrier,
Courier-Gazette of Ed Dean's offer of
H. H. Stover,
i
1

LIM ER O C K P O M O N A

FA L L P R O V E D F A T A L

J. T. Daley, deputy collector of in
ternal revenue located in this city,
wishes to make known to ail hog
raisers th a t the processing rate for
hogs will be the same per 100 pounds
live weight for January as was in De
cember.
J Mayor Thurston has been made
I chairman of the great Roosevelt
Birthday public dance to be held Jan.
30. A meeting of the committee to
which it is urged all patriotic, civic
and fraternal organizations send a
representative, will be held Wednesday night a t 7.30 at the Elks Home.

Session W as O ne of Capt. J. H. U pton, Form erly
. —
*
of M atinicus Rock M eets
Profit and Pleasure — A
Tragic E nd A t "T w o
Jo in t Installation
;
1 The meeting of Llmcrock Valley 1 L ights”
Qay

|

i The local Salvation Army is very
thankful for a nice lot of clothing
recAvcd from Mrs. Ralph Feylcr,
president of the Woman's A.R.T.H.
which indicates that it is always
ready to help. If there are other
Capt. Joseph H. Upton, 65, former - women's organizations which would
ly assistant keeper a t Matinicus Rock like to help. also, their co-operation
station, was fatally Injured Saturday will be appreciated.
night whfn he fell from the top of
The Eastern Steamship freighter
, the tower stairs at Cape Elizabeth Sagamore ran ashore off Prout's
i Light Station, where he was keeper. Neck Saturday night in the blinding
Becoming alarmed when she awoke snowstorm and seems likely to be a
about 11 30 p. m. Saturday to discover total loss, although the report of the
marine salvagers, now awaited, may
that her husband had not returned
alter the situation. The Kickapoo
i from the tower where he had gone was one of the Coast Guard vessels
about 9.30 p. m. to adjust the aux- which w ent to the freighter's assist
Jiliary light, Mrs. Upton telephoned ance.

I Pomona Grange, held with Megunticook Grange, Camden, Saturday, will
go down in history as an event long
to be remembered.
NEW WORD COINED
The installation of the Pomona
officers
and those of Megunticook
Regarding your new heading "RolphGrange
were
conducted jointly by J.
lng" adopted at the behest of a hor
rified old gent.eman from the effete
Herbert Gould and his suite in a
East (Time, Dec. 11 et seq.) it strikes
manner not seen in this section beme that this is a departure from
fore, many new features being added
Time's policy of strict neutra’ity on
to the floor work, the accommodacontroversial questions . . .
tlons of Megunticook Grange hall
Richard J. Murray.
Call Us For a
Camden, Me.
being ample. The new features • the tower room and receiving no anThe New England Sportsmen’s and
• • • •
originated in Mr. Goulds fertile swer> hurried to the station. She
Demonstrat'on
Boat Show will be held at the Me
"Lynching" presumably derives
I brain, ever alert to make the
>found Capt Upton.s form
chanics building, Boston, Feb. 3-10.
from Col. Charles Lynch (1726-96)1
P*'hurtled Milk
B A SK E TB A LL B A T T L E S j most impressive. Many compliments at the foot of the stairs. A doctor Among the interesting things to be
in
who dispensed rough and ready jus
---were paid him.
seen will be the largest showing of
Cream l o p TotUes
tice in Virginia. "Rolphing" derives
Rockland Girls Won
! Howard Anderson and Kenneth was summoned but Capt. Upton died
live moose ever seen indoors in
from a Californ a Ocvemor who. be
of
the
injuries
just
before
dawn.
He
The Rookland High girls were never Wihg with two young women, all
fore mob violence at San Jose, de in danger during their game at Ells- ! Playing stringed instruments, com- . apparently fell when he returned to America; 300 tanks of tropical fish;
ROUND TOP
a detail of Canadian Northwest
clared, "I wish the sheriff would c ose
FARM
worth Friday night,.leading 23 to 9 j po5ed 8 singing orchestra that was chcck a slight Irregularity In , the Mounted Police and aq Indian vil
hls eyes.” Hereafter in Time, "ro’.pnprominent
in
the
installation
and
DAMARISCOTTA
auxiliary light.
lage.
ing" shall apply only to official com- I at the end of the first half and 46 to program.
TEL. 17
In 1911 Capt. Upton was appointed
plaeency toward "lynching."—Ed.
18 at the close. Miss Flanagan caged
The regular opening time of this assistant keeper at Matinicus Rock
J. A. JAMESON CO
Possibly the most famous musical
—From Time.
the ball 11 times and added two points Pomona is 2 p. m., but this session Station and a year later was trans organization of Rockland's past was
P.OCKLAXD
7-9
opened at 11 a. m. by Master Hop- ferred to the Cape Elizabeth Station Fred Meservey's quintet. 6ome
from goals on fouls. The scoie:
Rockland High: Robertson, North- ( kins. The fifth degree was conferred as third keeper. After a brief period months ago five talented musicians
____ ,, if, Mahoney jc
te on one candidate, a t the close of of service there he was assigned to of this city began practicing Mr
graves rf.. Flanagan
which the call for dinner was given severai stations along the coast and Meservey's arrangements and will
Mullen, North, Hapworth sc, Northand 125 strong, the Grangers repaired In 1922 was transferred to the Isle of make a public appearance at Wessagiaves, Morgan rg, Blackington. Kor- to the dining room.
TONIGHT
Shoals Station in New Hampshire as weskeag Grange hall Thursday
Harold Robinson was elected as head keeper. Since the retirement night. A play is to be presented
pinen, Foster lg.
South Thomaston
Ellsworth High: Kemp. Wood rf, sistant steward. Mrs. Bessie Robinson of Capt. Frank L. Cotton in 1926 from there, "His Uncle's Niece,” by home
Grange Hall
Wood, King If, Garland jc, King, lady assisfant steward and Charles the Cape Elizabeth Station. Capi. talent, followed by dancing, the
ADMISSION 10 CENTS
Smith sc, Remick, Phillips rg, Phil Wooster treasurer to fill the place of Upton had served as head keeper whole to benefit the Grange.
7*lt
the late Brother Frank E. Pest. there.
lips. King lg.
The Baptist Men's League at its
Score: Rockland High 46. Ells Sisters Fannie Midgett of Megunti
Besides his widow, Mrs. Mabelle S.
worth High 18. Goals from the iloor, cook and Mrs. Arathusia Packard of Upton, he is .survived by two sons, monthly meeting Thursday night
Robertson 8, Northgraves. Flanagan Penobscot View were made honorary Everett Upton of Brooklyn, and Dean will depart from its usual custom
11, Kemp 8. Goals from fouls, Rob members.
Upton of Cape Elizabeth; two daugh and present one of its own members,
The field meeting the coming sum ters, Mrs Elsie U. Carter of Portland Frank A Winslow as guest speaker.
ertson 5, Flanagan 2, Kemp. Wood.
Discount On AH Orders Before February 1
Referee, Lancaster.
Timekeeper, mer will be held with Megunticook and Mrs. E tta Ross of Chebeaguc He will tell the story of famous men
Were you satfc fled with your broiler prices last year? Broiler
and women he has met in the course
Grange and the efficient lecturer, Island.
Barstow. Scorer, Breen.
pi ices will be lower this year. Save coal, feed and labor by buying
of his long newspaper career, sup
Lucia
S,
Hopkins,
is
to
attend
the
Day Old Tested Pullets. For prices inquire of
plementing that story by relating an
lecturers' conference.
BETTING
ON
RACES
CARL O. NELSON
Waldoboro Lassies Lose
ecdotes which have a strictly local
Some of the features of the lec
310 LIMEROCK STREET
ROCKLAND
P H O N E 711-W
Morse High girls team hit their turer's program were: Tap dancing Maine Fair Association Goes On bearing, and by reading letters whicn
.stride
Friday evening, burying and songs by the little sisters Edith
Record As Favoring the Pari- he has received from notables. The
housekeepers have another nice sup
| Waldoboro lassies, 73 to 31. Miss and Ruth Sheldon; recitation, Mas
Mutuels
per in store.
Briggs chalked up 29 of Morse's 73 ter Lester LaBlanc; reading, “The
pointe while Miss Pearson tallied 26 Owl’s Critic,” Mrs. Rose LaBlanc.
Pari-Mutuel betting on horse rac
Merle Whalen. Frank Leighton and
Many expressed their ideas of the ing at Maine fairs received tfl'e
' more and Miss Gaudet came through
Llewellyn
Mank were before Recorder
value of recreation in the Grange. unanimous endorsement of members
j with eighteen.
The Waldoboro team, which left a Visitors were present from other of the Maine State Association of Ag Otis Saturday charged with assault
couple regulars home due to illness, Granges. Mrs. Mary Nash, Master ricultural Fairs at their annual upon Frank R. Blackington with in,tent to rob. Mr. Blackington testi
The list of D elinquent T ax Payers will be ready
had a star In Miss Anderson who of Megunticook Grange, gave an ad meeting in Brunswick.
fied th at the young men entered his
scored 31 points or all of the visitors' dress th at made all feel welcome, and
The Association appointed a com
for the printers T hursday, Jan. 18. All w ho possibly
Frank H. Ingraham, past, master mittee to sponsor pari-mutuel legis rooms Saturday night while he was
tally.
While the visiting guards were a and founder of Penobscot View lation at the next session of the Leg working a t the stove and proceeded
can should arrange paym ent before that tim e.
jointly to beat him up. His appear
! trifle weak, the Morse girls were Grange responded in a most appre islature.
ance told eloquently that something
clicking effectively and their shooting ciative manner, and in his remarks
These officers were elected: Presi
had
happened -to him. A fall on the
L E F O R E ST A. T H U R S T O N ,
1showed great improvement over their elaborated in a most instructive and dent, Ralph A. Jewell of Waterville:
t
] previous two starts. A total of 10 candid way the necessity of the vice presidents, Frank M. Blanch ice. the respondents said. They were
Mayor of Rockland
players were used in the local lineup. Grange to live up to its principles in ard of Farmington, and Walter L. held in the sum of $1000 each for the
standing for the good, and not Hight of Skowhegan; secretary. February term of court.
The summary:
Morse High: Briggs if, Pearson rf, standing for the things that arc no? James Butler of Lewiston; treasurer,
Y O U R F A V O R IT E POEM
Gaudet If, Sprague c, Henderson c, good, earnestly opposing the pro F. W. Hill of Bangor.
Nickerson sc, Goodwin rg, Marr lg, posed $1,000,000,000 National lottery,
At a dinner in the evening, those
If I had to live my life again I would
and all other forms of gambling, and In attendance stood in silence in have made a rule to read some poetry
Fuller rg, Colby lg.
and listen to some music at least once a
Waldotxjro High: Anderson If, all things favorable to the liquor memory of five horsemen noted in week. The loss of these tastes is a loss
Jones rf. Barton c, M Burns sc. Ellis traffic. He highly praised the Maine circles who died during the of happiness.—Charles Darwin.
lg, Maloney rg, G. Bums sc, Love action o f . the members at the last year. They were Arthur Richard
KEEP A-GOIN’
session of the Legislature. His talk son of Clinton. Harry Cobum and
joy rg.
If you strike a thorn or rose.
Keep a-goln'!
Score, Morse High 73, Waldoboro surely left many things for the mem Frank Hayden of Lewiston. Larry
TEJ .EPHONE 7 7 0
If lt halls or If It snows.
._
,
x
Keep
a-goin’!
High 31. Goals from the floor, bers to think about, whether they Boyd of New York and Lou Ryder of
Taint no use to sit an’ whine
I Briggs lt, Pierson 13, Gaudet 8, An agreed with him or otherwise. All Exeter, N. H.
When the flsh ain’t on your line;
Balt your hook an’ keep a-tryln’—
derson 12. Goals from fouls, Briggs, members feel that. Frank Ingraham
Keep a-gotij’!
NOTICE
TO
MARINERS
is
a
help
to
any
meeting
wherever
he
Gaudet 2. Anderson 7. Referee, McWhen the weather kills your crop.
Keep a-goln’!
vfann.
stands.—By Charles E. Gregory.
Though tls work to reach the top.
The Superintendent of Lighthouses
Keep a-goln !
S pose you’re out o’ ev’ry dime.
Observant Child:
“Mama, why announces the following:
On 19.3 acres of potato demonstra
O lttln’ broke ain’t any crime.
tion plots In Maine, a yield of 311.2 hasn't papa any hair?"
Saddleback Island Bell Buoy re Tell the world you’re feelln' prime—
Keep a-goln'!
Mother: "Because he thinks too ported missing Jan. 10. Will be re
bushels per acre was obtained from
When lt looks like all Is up.
much,
darling.”
treated seed as compared with 290
placed as soon as practicable.
Keep a-goln’!
from the cup.
Child: "Why have you such a lot,
bushels from untreated seed. Sev
Ram Island Light Station—Fog Drain th e sweetness
Keep a-goln'!
mama?”
See
the
wild
birds
on
the. wing.
signal repaired and placed in opera
enty-three cooperators have reported
Hear the bells that sweetly ring.
Mother: Because . . . go to bed this tion Jan. 11, having been out of com
treatment of sufficient seed to
When you feel like sighin’, sing—
Keep a-goln !
Instant!”
mission since Jan. 4.
plant 597 acres.
—Frank L. Stanton.

DAY OLD PULLETS

Milk, Cream, Butter, Eggs

SPECIALTIES BETWEEN ACTS
DANCING UNTIL 12.00
Admission—25 Cents
(Benefit of Grange)

S end $1

for the next 5
months of

B. H. NICHOLS, Prop.

Wess&weskeag
Grange Hall

P R IV A T E M A IL B O X

T e n a n t’s H arbor T urns O ut Postm aster G eneral Directs
For H am lin’s-E ntertainers
T hat It Is To Be U se J O nly
For Legitimate M ail M atter
— 'N other Friday Night

V olum e 89 .................. Num ber 7

THREE CENTS A COPT

Rockland, M aine, Tuesday, Jan u ary 16, 1934

( a y ity t

(HEAPESi

WAY

T h e C ourier-G azette
THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

A lb e r t P a yso n
” ON MY S E T ”

T he path of the just, is as the
shining light, that shineth more and i
more unto the perfect day.—Proverbs I
4:18.

•

T o D r a m a tiz e D o g S to r ie s

O n e More P a tie n t Treated
L ast Year T h a n in 1932—
R educing the O verhead

FARM AND HOME WEEK
The Dates This Year Are March 2629.—One Year's Attendance Was
1307
Farm and Home Week will be held
a t University of Maine March 26-29.
Though called "Farmers' Week" more
th a n 20 years ago when first started,
the name became inappropriate when
women from all groups in the State
began to take definite interest in the
home-making program being offered.
In 1917, 186 men were in attendance
and 57 women. In 1933, there were
534 men in attendance and 631
women.
Though still being carried out for
th e purpose for which it was origi
nally conceived, th a t of furnishing up
Ao date information on fanning and
homemaking practices, Mr. Deering
states that it now includes a broader
program. Each year a t least a dozen
different state organizations hold
their annual .meetings and other
gatherings at this time. Again, dis
cussions of the problems of the
rural community are being empha
sized along with those of farm and
home.
Attendance reached its peak in 1932
with 1307 registrations. In 1933.
there was a drop to 1165. Penobscot
County, being w ithin easy driving
distance of Farm and Home Week
headquarters, usually leads all others
in point of attendance.
DARK HARBOR DULSE
Said To Be Finest In the World—
Has Become Quite An Industry'
How many know that dulse
gathering is one of the chief indus
tries at Dark Harbor during the sum
mer and fall months. Here the finest
dulse in the world is produced. It is
gathered and spread upon the
clean rocks of the sea wall and dried
in such a manner th a t it retains its
original flavor and firm texture. It
is interesting to watch adept dulsepickers spread and gather the de
lectable sea-weed. I t is spread by a
peculiar twist of the fingers or turn
of the wrist so th a t the leaves do not
lay flat against the rock beneath.
Spreading dulse is an a rt not easily
acquired.
When gathering the dried dulse,
which is spread so as to resemble a
large carpet, the edge of this "carpet"
is slightly turned in a little roll the
entire length of its side, say twenty
feet, or more. T hen it can be rolled
up tightly in cylindrical form from
which large armloads are torn off
and carried into the storage sheds
Some days pickers will gather 100
pounds of dulse, but lesser amounts
are usually picked and dried.
GRANGE RESOLUTIONS
Presented At the Meeting of I.imeloek Pomona and Referred To the
Next Session
The following resolutions were in
troduced at meeting of Limerock
Valley Pomona G range at Camden
Saturday:
"Resolved. T hat Limerock Valley
Pomona Grange recommend that a
five per cent sales tax be levied on
all firms and corporations that main
tain branch or assembly plants in
foreign countries, and
“Resolved; T hat Maine levy a five
per cent sales tax on all products of
States and cities that, unjustly dis
criminate against the products cf
Maine."
The resolut.ons were referred to th ;
next session ©f Pomona Grange for
consideration and discussion.

“Alice In Wonderland" made a
wonderful talking picture, but the
screen has by no means monopo
lized the revival of this famous
story. Tune in any time and any
where and you will get it on your
radio.
Bill Cunningham in hts sports
column says: “This isn't exact
ly sports but one of the most
pleasing voices and deliveries now
on the air belongs to Alton H.
Blackington—Blackie, the veteran
newspaper camera man." Fully
agreeing with the Post sports
writer, I want to add my regret
th a t Alton dosen't go on the air
before 10.30 p. m. T hat's bed
time up here in the sticks.
Mrs. Lena M. Day of Gorham,
the newly appointed radio chair
man for the Maine Federation of
Women's Clubs, will begin a se
ries of broadcasts over W'CSH
this afternoon at 4.15. The first
speaker will be the president, Mrs.
Harry Haynes Burnham of Bid
deford, who will have a message
of interest to women in all walks
of life. In future broadcasts,
which are to occur every two
weeks, Mrs. Day plans to have as
speakers several district directors,
department chairmen and other
women who are outstanding in
their field of work. Also under
the direction of the Maine Fed
eration, is a series of weekly
broadcasts from WLBZ.
•••
The Will Rogers broadcasts
seem to be vastly more popular
this winter than they were last
year and the reception thus far
has been 100 per cent. The fa
mous Californian packs a great
deal of truth in that laugh fac
tory of his.
Some of the daily newspapers
are conducting a vigorous war
against the radio as an advertis
ing competitor with the result
th a t something is going to happen
to news broadcasts before long.
The Bangor News Saturday said:
“Papers discontinuing the use
of programs, including The News,
did so because the radio has be
come a direct competitor of the
newspaper. These papers felt,
particularly after one of the large
radio chains even went so far as
to inaugurate its own newsgathcring organization, th a t the news
paper should not be expected to
advertise a competitor’s product
any more than one store would
be expected to advertise the goods
of another. Local stations, for in
stance, are selling advertising in
direct competition with the news
papers in their communities."
The Stephen C. Foster memorial
broadcast Saturday night was one
of unalloyed pleasure and interest
to all listeners. “Old Folks At
Home," written in 1851, sold for
th e “princely" sum of S500. It
has since been translated into
many foreign tongues, and is as
popular today as when it was first
sung. “Oh, Susanna," “Old Black
Joe" and “Old Kentucky Home”
were featured in the broadcast.
A series of broadcasts spon
sored by the National Congress of
Parents and Teachers began last
Friday afternoon at 3.30 and will
continue until Feb. 16 over the
NBC network. On Friday of this
week the speaker will be Dr. /Ida
H art Arlitt who will have for her
subject “Do Parents Need Educa
tion?"

MICKIE S A Y S —
TH' MOST IUTEEEST1W BIZUES5
IM -TOWU 15 TH' WEWSPAPER
BIZUESS^AUP ITS ALSO TH'
LEAST UMDERSTOOD, WITCH
IS VJHY I'M OUT HERE IM
EVERY ISSUE, TRWIII' TO
MAKE TWIUGS EASIER
FER TOUR GOOP FRIEWP,
'THE EDITOR.

CAM DEN

T erh u n e

H O SPIT A L F IG U R E S

At Knox Hospital last year 898
cases were treated, according to the
annual report of Ellen C. Daly, the
superintendent. This is one more
th a n the number of cases treated
the preceding year.
The sex division of admitted pa
tients was 355 men an d 521 women.
T he largest number of patients in
any one day was 49 as compared with
50 the preceding year. The smallest
number was 18 as compared with 16
the preceding year. The number of
day's treatment totalled 12.434, as
compared with 11,233 in 1932. The
daily average was 34 as compared
with 32 the preceding year. There
were 140 private patients and 172
semi-private patients. The number
of births at the institution was 63 as
compared with 87 the preceding year.
The number of surgical operations
was 343 as compared with 464 the
previous year.
.
The total expense of the Bok Home
for Nurses was $3591.
The hospital began the year with
an overhead reduction of $5379 and
during the year there was a further
reduction of $3070.

Every-Oth'er-Day
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Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Howard of Bel- |
fast spent the weekend with relatives ]

in Camden.
John Good who is attending the ,
Noted author will start a serie*
New England Institute of Embalming
of dramatized dog stories over a
in Boston, spent the weekend with his |
national hook-up Sunday afternoon,
mother, Mrs. P. J. Good.
January 21. Mr. Terhune will sup
ply the material from true Incident*
Herbert F. Mann of Rockport h a s ,
of dog’s comradeship and devotion
hired the Frank M. Tibbetts store on
to man. the broadcasts will include
V ashlngton street and will open a j
a dramatic cast that will pick up
garage there a t an early date.
the narrative from time to time to
Comique Theatre attractions f o r ’
give a realistic touch to the story.
the week: Today, Paul Lukas and
Elissa Landi in “Candlelight;” Wed1nesday and Thursday, Slim Summer- |
I ville and Zasu Pitts in “Love. Honor '
and Oh Baby;" FTiday, “Night 1
! Flight;" Saturday, Buck Jones in
"Hello Trouble."
Mrs. Theresa P. Babb entertained I
; the Monday Club this week. The
' subject was Robert Louis Stevenson.
Next week Mrs. Doris Brewster will
be the hostess and George Arliss will
be discussed.
Annie H., widow of Charles E.
Bragg, died Saturday a t the home of
[Charles L. Whaley on Washington
!street. She was born in Portland,
daughter of Henry and Eleanor
(Marston) Pierce. Her daughter.
Mrs. Anice Whaley, died the Saturday
previous. The funeral was held on I
Monday afternoon from Good's)
funeral home, Rev. Albert E. Luce j
officiating. The body was placed in
the vault beside her daughter and in 1
the spring both will be taken to North '
Vassalboro for burial.
The last meeting of the B aptist1
N O W IS T H E T IM E
------Calendar Club for 1933 will be held in
Says F o rm e r Secretary B run- the vestry Friday evening of this

berg. U rging the E rection week'
suPP°r at 63°- A large
of a Y. M. C. A. Building attendance is desired.

^ p D E ftri M U R jem y R'ME j

Little Jack H orner
S at in a co rn er
R eading this p a p e r thru;
H e turned to his wife
Said, “Not o n ce in m y life
H ave I seen b arg ain s so tru e.”

____
Mrs. Oscar French is spending a
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
short time in Philadelphia.
I was much interested in a letter ' The C.W.A. rooms have been moved
in your paper headed "Wanted: A from the Tibbetts building on Wash-.
Y.M C.A." and another letter e n the | ington street to the store on Main
League Standing
same topic in a later edition. I hap- street formerly occupied by* the
W
L
P-C. pen to know the writer well for I have Handicraft Shop. Don't forget to
Apes ................. 2
0
1 OCX) talked with him on this subject on place a newspaper in your window on
Tigers _______ 2
0
1.000 previous occasions. It was a thought- Wednesday, if you have a bundle of
Lions ................. 1
1
•590 fiii and practical thesis for he under- clothing and a Lion will call for your
Gorillas ............ 1
1
■o9° stands his own needs as well as those donation; or call 2077 and your call
E a g le s
....._____ 0
2
•<wo of his school mates and friends and will be answered by a Lion. Old
Bulldogs ............ 0
2
000 he voices the opinions and desires of sheets, shirts, blouses, shoes, house
The regular Saturday morning hundreds of boys and young men who !dresses and Pieces to r quilts, also
basketball battles of the six teams of wjsj1 they had a place to go and en- varn for mittens, are needed.
Junior High School were well fought *joy themselves during leisure hours.
Friends and classmates have reand showed a great improvement in There are however, many things ceived announcement of the engageplay by th e youngsters, a good augury j ,q take into consideraton for a Y.M.- !ment of Miss Montana Thomas,
for h ig h school basketball a few years CA building cannot be secured in ' daughter of former Town Manager
hence. Coach Sezax was in persora. a hurry, nor will a lot and $12,000 go Herbert A. Thomas and Mrs. Thomas,
charge.
very far toward the desired goal. to Donald H. Wilson, son of Mr. and
Rooms for this purpose should be at- •'Irs- A; J- Wilson of Moo6ehead.
Apes 12, Gorillas 1
tractive and adequately equipped, not
formal announcement was made
T he Apes kept their slate clean by
like the old building where the work
Mlss Thomas' parents a t their
swamping the Gorillas with K arl and was almost an impossibility but an k°me in Northeast Harbor. Miss
Elwell, Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Knight,
Peterson featuring.
Rawley and
up-to-date structure with bowling i Thomas was graduated from Camden 1Mrg
Plummer and George
Huntley did good work for the Goril- alleys, gymnasium and perhap* a High Sc11001 before entering the train- i g;art
x h C Megunticook
' las. Goals. Peterson 3. Karl 2. Foul
swimming pool. A building of this :ng Jcho° I for nurses at St. Bamaba.s
are: Master. Mary Nash; lecgoals, K arl 2. Rawley.
Apes—rf
kind might be too costly a proposition ' Ho5Pital In Newark, N. J.. Mr. Wil- : turer Edna s ta rt; steward, Harold
Peterson, If Brown. Harmon, c Karl,
for Rockland to support without the £on received his degree from Univer- RGdiE£on. assistant steward, Merton
rg Richardson. McAlman. lg Prescott,
aid of an endowment fund of some sity of Maine hi 1933 after g rad u at-1j obn£on- chaplain Nathan Hopkins;
Johnson. Gorillas—rf Marsh, Hew
ing from Greenville High School and treasurer, J Herbert Gould; secretary.
ett, If Rawley, c Skinner, rg Huntley. kind.
Hebron Academy. He is a member , Myrtle Blake; gate keeper, L. Clifton
There
are
especially
two
classes
McMahon, lg Hanley. Referee. Lord.
who a t this* time demand th a t a of Sigma Alpha Epsilon fraternity. Blake; Ceres Flora Wright; Pomona.
• • • •
•
Rob.
move should be made towards sta rt He left recently for Houston. Texas Barbara
Tigers 10, Eagles 7
steward
In th e best game of th e day the ing a project of this kind; the young where he is employed in the mechani- jn£on. ]ady
Tigers defeated the Eagles with men in High School or recently cal engineering department of the s ta rt; officer of executive commute’ .
Billings and Dondis starring. Lanky graduated, and the younger married SheI1 Petroleum Company. The date charles E Lord. Owing to illness
Lawrence Hopkins was unable to
Beal led for the Eagles. Goals. Don men who in former years were mem- ior the redding has not been set.
• • • •
present and will be installed as
dis. Ellingwood. Lufkin. Anderson. bsrs of the Y.M.C.A. and remember |
Beal 2. Foul goals. Billings 4. Saun tfte pleasant times they used to have Many Patrons Attend Installation , overseer a t a later date.
ders. Tigers—rf Dondis, Toner; 11 in the old building. The latter are The joint installation of Megunti- ; Pomona officers were installed ^s
Billings, c Ellingwood. rg Lufkin, lg new raising families of their own and cook Grange and Limerock Valley follows: Master, Nathan Hopkins;
Robishaw. Eagles—rf Anderson, Con- look forward to their sons having the Pomona Grange was held a t Megun- overseer, Norman Crockett; lecturer.
don, If Thompson, c Beal, rg Marri- same or better privileges.
ticook Grange hall Saturday after- Lucia
Hopkins;
steward,
John
Now is the time for such a move ’ neon Past Master J. Herbert Gould Thomas; assistant steward'. Harold
ner, lg Saunders, Blackn&an. Referee.
ment.
C. Peterson.
i installed, assisted by Mildred Gould Robinson; chaplain. Eunice Mors?;
• • • ■
Axel E. Brunberg
as marshal and Mr. and Mrs. Fred treasurer, Charles Waster; secretary,
Lions 16. Bulldogs 6
■ ■ ■
■
. i Scott Rackliff; gate keeper, Edward
Chisholm feaured the first half for
'Tolman; Ceres, Lena Robinson: Pcthe Bulldogs but the Lions ran away
. mona, Martha Gross; Flora, Mildred
with th e second half to victory. Field
I Sprague; lady assistant steward,
goals, Chisholm, Cohen, LaCrosse
i Bessie Robinson; member of execu
Wincher.baugh 2, Raye 2, Ellis 2.
tive committee, Herbert Brazier.
Foul goals. Raye 2. Lions—rf La
Dinner was served a . noon The ad
Crosse, Hills, If Winchenbaugh, c
dress of welcome was given by
Raye, rg Ellis, lg Cole. Bulldogs—rf
Worthy Mastm Mary E. Nash of the
Chisholm. Storer, If Johnson, Dodge,
local ordm and the response by Frank
c Davis, rg Karl, Yeager, lg Cohen
Ingraham of Penobscot View Grange,
Referee, Allen.
j An interesting program under the di' rection of Mrs. Lucia Hopkins was
FR IEN D SH IP
! given and music was furnished by an
Mr. and Mrs. Bird B Jam eron and
| orchestra composed of Howard AnAlbert Collamore motored to Portland
i derson, Kenneth Wing, Mrs. Percival
Saturday.
I Sawyer and Mrs. Neil Magee. There
Capt. James Chadwick and Leon
I was a large attendance and the
Chadwick of Cushing visited Mr. and
| cpinion of all present was that it was
Mrs. A. J. Sterling recently.
Ione of the most impressive and pret
Nineteen members and friends oi
tiest installations ever witnessed.
the B aptist Circle were entertained
by a social afternoon in the vestry
S W A N 'S ISLAND
Thursday afternoon. Mrs. Ellis LawElliott Smith is slowly recovering
' ry an d Miss Eda Lawry were the
from the bad fall he recently suf
hostesses.
•
fered.
#
Miss Margaret Tompkins has em
One of the outstanding motion pic appealing story has been most suc
Mrs. Lilia Moulden is making prepa
ployment in Huntington. W. Va., part
: of h e r time being spent in a State tures of the decade has been prom cessfully and tactfully planned. rations to move into the house re
J institution for crippled children and ised in “Damaged Lives,’ which Dignity, restraint and tenderness cently vacted by Mr. and Mrs. Cliarks
the balance in assisting her brother- comes for Wednesday and Thursday. mark the handling of a difficult Herrick.
theme.
Miss Frances Joyce had the misfor
in-law, Dr. Scott.
While the story is based on one of
“I am not surprised that this tune to break her collar bone while
Carleton Simmons of South Warj ren is helping his father J. C. Sim the so-called “social diseases.” and is film has met with instant approval sliding.
Miss Marie Smith was entertained
mons, who is busily engaged making frankly educational in the last of educational and church groups,
scallop dredges and sharpening drills analysis, this fact in no way detracts as well as the medical and health pro at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Bridges Friday evening.
for th e CWA project a t the village from the dramatic entertainment fessions.
i value of the production. In com“I agree with many who believe
Mr. and Mrs. Leland Trask arrived
schoolhouse.
T h e Myra J. Wooster broke away ' menting on the picture recently, Wil that this picture, and its accompany home Thursday after spending a few
from her mooring in Saturday night's [ liam F. Snow, general director of the ing film talk on ‘Science and Modern weeks with her parents Rev. and Mrs.
storm and drifted down to Loud's American Social Hygiene Association, Medicine,” should be shown to all W. E. Lewis in Friendship.
young people as well as to parents.
Capt. Eta. Sprague is in poor health.
Island where she sank. It is believed : said:
th a t the boat is almost a complete ! “ ‘Damaged Lives’ is an absorbing The endorsement by the National
Oscar Arnes of Matinicus spent the
loss, although the engine may be sal- drama of two attractive young peo- Board of Review of Motion Pictures, weekend with his family here.
vaged. Capt. Robert Lash, Eugene pie whose marriage and family life and the sponsorship of the Ameri
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Sprague were
' Brown and a party made a trip there are nearly shipwrecked because of can Social Hygiene Association will Saturday night guests of Mr. anil Mrs.
Sunday with Capt. Dodge in the circumstances and forces which they give added assurance that this is an Ekidie Scott.
North Star.
were not prepared to avoid or over- unusual and authentic educational
A fire of unknown origin started in
effort in which the public should the house occupied by Mr. and Mrs.
C arlis’.e T. Lash of Freeport is com6.
spending a few days with his mother,
“From scientific, social and moral lose no opportunity to cooperate.”— Everett Lemoine Wednesday morning.
Mrs. Jennie Lash.
! standpoints, this very human and adv.
I t was soon under control, but much
1
1

T H E C O U R I E R -G A Z E T T E
damage was done by smoke and wa- the holidays with her uncle and aunt
ter. Swan's Island has a smart Mr. and Mrs. G. F. Newman.
"bucket brigade" and they deserve
Miss Marie Smith, CAVA. nurse, is1
much praise for their speedy work.
A. G. Sprague was in Bangor la s t' staying a t the Trask House while aoweek on business.
ing public work here.
Mrs. Everett Gross is confined to
Miss Annie Lunt spent three days
the house with a lame back.
Dr. and Mrs. Monroe spent Satur in Rockland last week.
day in Frenchboro.
Miss Winifred Norwood went to i Mrs. Charles Rowe entertained the
Portland Wednesday after spending Methqdist choir Thursday evening
----

An EA5YW A5HER
An EA5

ONER
at a p r ic e fo rm erly
p a id for th is sa m e

AT ST R A N D THEATRE

w a sh e r a lo n e

F a m ily s ite EASY Washer o f stan d 
a rd E A S Y q u a lity construction.
E A S Y iro n t-r th a t attaches to y o u r
w asher—f u ll size 26* roll, open end,
fin g e rtip c o n tr o l-a ll E A S Y stand
ards o f easy and tro uble-free oper
a tio n .

SAVE $54.50

Hundreds of thousands of the EASY Washers we are
featuring in this special event once sold for $79.50—the
EASY Ironers for $54.50. Yet now we offer you this
$134.00 home laundry value—an EASY Washer and an
EASY Ironer—at the former price of the washer alone—
$79.50!
Take advantage of the Super-Bargain today. Own a com
plete EASY home laundry—the last word in comfort and
convenience—at prices so low they may never be offered
again!
Call any Central Maine store for a free home demonstra
tion.

CEHTR
POWE

AINE
MPANY

n

TA LK OF TH E TO W N

Henry B. Bird and son Theodore
Jell Saturday to attend the National
Canners Convention in Chicago.

W A N TS F A IR TR IA L
tA a u iA X ,

COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS

Jan. 17—Past Grands and Noble
Grands Association meets In Rockland
Jan. 18—Monthly meeting of Baptist
Men's League.
Jan. 18—Joint Installation of Maple.
Progressive and Meenahga Granges at
North Waldoboro.
Jan. 18—Warren—Recital at Town hall
bv Miss Marguerite Haskell and assist
ing artists.
Jan. 18 — South Thomaston — Farce.
"His Uncle's Niece," at Wessaweskeag
Grange hall
Jan. 19—Vlnalhaven—The Island Play
ers In “Bound to Marry." a t Memorial
hall.
Ja n . 19—Thomaston—Dance recital by
pupils of Ellse Allen Corner at Watts
hall.
all.
Jan. 26—Methebcsec Club meets with
Mrs. Etta Stoddard.
Jan. 28—Visitation of Bishop of Maine
a t St. Peter's Church.
Feb. 1-11—Preaching mission at St.
Peter's Church.
„
Feb. 2 (3 to 9.30)—At G. A. R. hall.
Woman's Educational Club reception to
Gov. Brann, gentlemen guests.
Feb. 5—R. H. S. presents Wilson Mac
Donald, poet laureate of Canada. In rec ita l•
Feb. ^-M onthly meeting of the City
Government.
Feb. 6—Monthly meeting of Knox Hos
pital Auxiliary at Bok Home for Nurses.
Feb 12—Lincoln's Birthday.
Feb. 14—8t. Valentine's Day.
Feb 15-16—Annual Klppy Carnival at
R Feb. 22—Washington's Birthday.
March 26-29—Farm and Home Week at
Orono.
June 18—Primary election.
W EATH ER

Following the weekend snowstorm
the temperature became a bit
snappy, the thermometer reading this
morning being only 10 above. But
Boston at the same time was report
ing 24, and said th a t it would be
much warmer today than yesterday.
Cloudiness will be quite general, and
there may be occasional light snowsqualls. The wind will blow from
the west to the southwest, increasing
in velocity. The barometer this
morning was 30.16 and steady. Coal
in the average bin about 30 percent.
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The first meeting of the new school
committee takes place Thursday eve
ning ait 7.30 at the mayor’s office.
The meeting of the Auxiliary of
the Sons of Union Veterans tomor
row evening will be preceded by an
afternoon card party, a t 2, in charge
of Mrs. Emma Douglass. Circle sup
per a t 6.

Senator M cLoon Believes
Double-G auge Best H ope
of L obster Fishermen

hu

C A Q L L L /L C • T H K M A U A I z i N B FO H M S N

Z IN K F » H M E N

Mrs. Frank F. Harding and family
who have remained as occupants of
the jailer’s residence since the death
of Sheriff Harding, will move in a
few days to the Harry P ra tt block
on Limerock street.

U -l/L C -

Z IN K r o i l M EN

Funeral services for Manley T.
Persy will be held Thursday afterngon at. 3 o’clock a t the Burpee par
lors. Members of Ralph Ulmer Camp
and Auxiliary are to be a t Legion hall
at 2.30 to attend in a body.

L L lA .£ _
Z IN K r o i l M E N

The postponed installation of the
officers of Edwin Libby Relief Corps
will take place Thursday evening
each member to invite one guest.
Mrs. Millie Thomas, State president,
will install. The incoming flag
bearers are asked to be a t the hall
Thursday afternoon a’. 2.
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Stevens Ijave
received announcement of the birth
of a son—Herman Richard—to Mr.
and Mrs. Herman Richard Joyce of
Framingham, Mass., who are winter
ing in Florida. Mrs. Joyce is the
daughter of Mary Hawk Perigo who
made her home for several years with
Mr. and Mrs. Stevens.

lll/ l L.

Z IN K FOH M E N

T hirteen tim ely articles. Ten sparkling stories. Five
hum orous skits. Four sport features. Forty fourcolor pages. T h irty pages of cartoons. Nine d e 
p artm ents. F ifty thousand dollars’ w o rth of features
on sale for fifty cents. G et your c o p y Thursday.

"I am sorry to heaj that some
fishermen are contemplating work
ing against their own interests,"
said Senator A. C. McLoon yester
day, “by attem pting to kill the only
constructive lobster law that has
eves been passed, a law that will give
them immediate financial relief by
permitting the catching of more
pounds of lobsters with no more
overhead expense.
“This law is biologically sound and
will not only check the depletion of
lobsters as shown by a 75 per cent
decline in the last forty years, but
through protection of over 80 per
cent of the breeders, will cause rcproduction th a t will replenish the
Caters of th e State of Maine and
perpetuate the industry.
“I had believed that the fishermen
would be willing to give a fair trial
to a law th a t is recommended by all
the authorities who have made a
scientific study of the lobster.
“It is of course an undisputed fact
that the more breeders, both male
and female, there are in the waters,
and especially large breeders, the
more lobsters are hatched
“When we have an ope^ season on
such lobsters, catching and selling
them as fast as possible, we are
doing our best to destroy the specie.
“Contrary to the report no similar
bill has been before the Legislature
since 1915. At that, time a double
gauge law was passed by the house
but unfortunately lacked a few votes
, in the Senate. If the Senate had not.
made th at mistake lobsters would
now be so plentiful that our fisher
men could compete with Canadian
fishermen.”

Clinton J. Bowley local manager
Rockland friends were shocked yes
of the Gulf Refining Co., is recover terday to learn of the death of Maning from a severe attack of influenza ley T. Perry, formef* Park street res
and throat complications.
taurant proprietor, a t the National
Soldiers’ Home whither he was re
There will be a mee.ing every night moved last Friday. T he funeral
this week at 7.30 a t the Pentecostal services will be held a t the Burpee
Old time friends of Mrs. Minerva
Mission on Water street. Vegetables parlors Thursday afternoon a t 3 All patriotic, civic qnd social or
ganizations
are
asked
to
have
repre
Carnes
will be interested to read the
are needed at the soup kitchen.,
o’clock. Obituary mention deferred. sentatives present at the meeting at
clipping recently appearing in tlie
the Elks Home tomorrow evening to
Lieut-Commander Donald B. Mac
A general rehearsal for the East
make final plans for the benefit Canton, Mass., News: “For the 21st
ern Star installation (Jan. 26) will Millan, famed explorer, has just de
dance to be given on Jan. 30, for the consecutive Christmas, Mrs. Minerva
take place at the hall Friday evening cided to take his schooner, the BowWarm Springs Foundation for Crip Carnes 93, of Canton, yesterday made
a t 7, also on Sunday afternoon at 2. doin, into the Arctic once more next
pled Children.
her annual trip by automobile for
June. This will be his 16th ad
dinner a t the home of Mr. and Mrs
Because of low broiler prices in re venture into the frozen wastes of
Members of the high school faculty
cent years many poultrymen are now tn£ Northland. The Bowdoin, an
accompanying the boys and girls Chipman Balcom of West Somerville.
buying day old pullets. I t is now pos 87-foot schooner, now a t Southport,
basketball teams to Ellsworth F ri Until his death three years ago, her
sible to buy the exact number of pul will be made ready in time to sail
day were Principal Blaisdell, sub husband, Dr. Rollins Cames, a su r
lets wanted and thus avoid over from Wiscasset June 23, according
principal Durrell, Samuel Sezak, geon in the Civil War, always ac
crowding brcoder houses and cutting to present plans. Visits are sched
Raymond Bowden, Miss Mina E. companied her. Mrs. Carnes writes
feed costs as it is a known fact that uled a t Northern Labrador and
Tower, Mrs. Charlotte Jackson and
broilers eat more than pullets. Carl Greenland.
three letters a day without glasses
Miss Dorothy Parker.
O. Nelson has been appointed local
! and whiles away the hours making
Past. Masters’ Night will be ob
agent for Hall Brothers, a firm with
Young people are especially asked patchwork quilts." When living ini
served at Rockland Lodge, F.A.M. to
650.000 hatching capacity.
to attend the meeting in the Metho- Rocklind Mrs Carnes was Mrs
night, when the master mason degree
dist vestry Wednesday evening a t 7.30
"Granny of the Hills,’ a play built will be worked with past masters oc and hear Rv J. C MacDonald in his Benjamin Prench' her husband emaround the unique character \>f cupying the chairs. John A. Stevens address “A Challenge To Youth,” also i P‘ol’e^ by John Bird Company for
Granny Woodhall whose home was will preside. Other past masters taking County Attorney J. C. Burrows who several years. Mr. and Mrs. French
in the Cumberland Mountains, is to part being Willis R. Lufkin, Morion trtll speak on “Citizens Respon
lived in the house on Granite street
be presented by the Epworth League Sproul, Harold L. K arl, I. L. Bray, sibility" and Rev. L. G. Perry on “Al
now
occupied by J. C. Cunningham,
of the Methodist Church on Jan. 31. Harry L. Richards, Myron Young. cohol Education” Inaugurating the
Henry
Keating
and
William
R.
Luf
and
Mrs.
French was a very active
The play, which is a mingling of
New Crusade for temperance.
humor and pathos, is laid in the kin, Tobias Smalley, Raymond Lud
worker in the Pratt. M. E. Church
period around 1900, Granny being a wig and Edgar McBrine will also
Miriam Rebekah Lodge meets to of this city.
quaint and dear character who will assist. Supper will be served after night, with an observance of the
the work.
captivate all who see her.
birthday of Thomas Wildey, founder
MARRIED
of Odd Fellowship to take place at JOHANSSON-WILLIAMSON — At Rock
The
benefit
race
for
Manager
land. Jan. 13. by Rev. J. C. MacDon
At. the American Legion smoker to
the close of lodge, for both Re
ald. Carl Johansson and Jennie A.
night this card is offered; Wrest Allen, which Is to take place Thurs bekahs and Odd Fellows. There will Williamson, both of St. George.
day
night
is
going
to
draw
a
large
ling—Don Meyers of Gardiner vs.
be a card party in the afternoon, the
Tarzan Taylor of Bangor; boxing— crowd for two reasons. One is that awarding of the capital prize to be
DIED
A1 Wilson vs. Tete W hittier; Flash everybody sympathizes with Mr. made a t the close of play. Mrs. FRENCH—At Rockland. Jan. 14. Miss
French, aged 69 years, 5 months.
Miller vs. Dale Ford; Rookie Wright Allen on account of the accident Grace Rollins is chairman. Circle Etta
16 days. Funeral at thq Sawyer fu
neral parlors at Thomaston. Wednes
vs. Jack Furbush; Young Renaud vs. which has laid him up for the bal supper.
day at 1 o’clock. Burial In Warren.
Happy Kenney; Charlie Ray vs. ance of the season, and everybody
COONEY—At Waldoboro. Jan. 14. Laura
wants
to
see
how
Fred
“Jeff"
Mealey,
(Sampson), widow of John J. Cooney,
The meek trial which was literally aged
Frank Demmons. There is lots of
82 years.
interest in the Wilson-Whittier the State champion will make it in a "howling" success a t the Forty Club BRAGG—At Camden. Jan. 13. Annie H
his
race
with
Pear!
Cavanaugh
and
widow
Charles E. Bragg, aged 81
Jmeeting yesterday will again go be years, 9ofmonths.
bout. “Bring on your Wilsons!" is
18 days. Interm ent
Frank
Allen,
Jr.,
skating
in
relay.
In
the
spring
at North Vassalboro.
fore a jury when the Rockland Lions
Tete's war cry.
PERRY—At
Augusta.
Jan. 14. Manley T.
Mealey's skill, speed and staying Club meets tomorrow. I t is a civil
Perry of Rockland, aged 54 years, 5
power is fully appreciated by the ' case, the plaintiff being County At
months.
1
day.
Funeral
Thursday at
Pupils of Elise Allen Corner are
fans, but his opponents are younger, torney Jerome C. Burrows and the 3 o’clock from Burpee parlors.
BURTON—At Portland. Jan. 13, William
to be presented in a R ental of the
full of pep. and determined to tak’ ! defendant Dr. Rupert L. Stratton. James Burton, native oi Thomaston,
Dance at Watts hall, Thomaston,
75 years. 8 months. 9 days. Fu
him off his high horse. The race Alleged misrepresentation as to the aged
neral Tuesday at 2 o'clock from Burpee
Friday evening at 8. Several Roci:will take place about 9 o’clock. Al quality of a jar of pickled pears is parlors.
land young folks will take pari.,
LARRABEE—At Rockland, Ja n .
14.
though it is a benefit affair the usual responsible for the action. Cleveland Cretla F.. wife of William H. Larrabee
among them Diane Cameron, Mar
aged 75 years. Funeral Wednesdav at
prices will prevail.
Sleeper, Jr., is the presiding judge. 2 o'clock from late residence, 118 Cam
garet Winslow, Priscilla Clark, Doro
den street.
The county attorney conducts his own JACKSON—At Rockland. Jan. 15. Ava
thy Tibbetts and Joan Berman, Misses
There will be a home cooked food case and Frank A. Tirrell appears for Wood, wife of Lendon C. Jackson, aged
Hazel Harrison and Irene Young, sale at Cutler's store all day today.
66 years. 3 months. 26 days. Funeral
the defense. In yesterday's trial the Friday at 2 o'clock from late residence
members of the Rubinstein Club, are
—adv.
7-8 verdict (one cent) went to Mr. Bur 14 Camden street.
to intersperse the program 'with
GREGORY—At Rockland. Jan. 15. Lottie
rows. The ease will have some new E.. wife of William Gregory, aged 55
musical numbers.
4 months, 19 days. Funeral
I wrinkles when the Lions hear it to years.
Thursday a t 2 o'clock from late resi
dence,
Centre
street.
morrow.
Wheat jumped 5 cents per bUshel

G REG O RY’S

yesterday to the highest point yet
reached. Our flour prices will reftiain
the same for the balance of this week
a t least subject only to exhaustion of
stock on hand. White Rose 87c bag.
$6.90 bbl.; Kid Glove 93c bag, $725
bbl.; Stover's Pride flour (The Flour
The Best Cooks Use) 98c bag, $7.75 F U N E R A L D I R E C T O R S
bbl.; Pure lard 7%c lb., 20 lbs. $1.49;
fresh laid native eggs 19c and 23c D A V IS D ISPLA Y R O O M S
doz; potatoes $1.10 bu., 33c pk.; fine
T h eir Purpose
granulated sugar $4.78, 25 lb. bag
$1.23, 10 lhs. 48c; granulated meal 10 Davis carries the larges t variety of
lbs. 29c, rolled oats 6 lbs. 25c, Graham
merchandise (only of the finest
flour 10 lbs. 39c, native kidney and
quality) In this vicinity, Davis
Johnson beans 10 lbs. 69c. Buy today families are thus enabled to make
and save. Further advances are an every arrangement: Selection of
ticipated on all commodities. STO merchandise, details of Service, in
VER'S CASH GRAIN STORES, 86 terment plans—without leaving the
Park St. Tel. 1200.
establishment.
Have you a picture of the schooner
"Seth Parker" given out by Frigidaire
Corp.? If so call a t Gregory’s Pic
ture & Framing Shop a t 406 Main St.
over Crie Hardware Co. and get our
prices on framing it. You will,find
one there all framed and on display
or telephone 254 and we will call.^ith
samples. A framed one Is alto on
display in the window of A. C. Mc
Loon Co.—adv.

Mrs. Augustus Katz of Boston was
in the city Sunday to institute and
install t.he officers of the recently
formed Junior B'Nail B’Rith Lodge.
‘ The officers are: President, Anna
I Segal, vice president, Anna Gorj don; secretary, Sarah Block; treas
urer,
Ada Green;
conductress,
Sophie Cohen; sentinel, Sylvia
Shafter; trustees, Evelyn Segal and
I Anna Green; renior adviser, Mrs.
Harry Berman, who also acted as
j marshal in the ceremonies. At the
| close of the installation Mrs. Katz
gave an inspiring talk on the order,
expressing warmest wishes for the
success of the newly formed organi
zation. A program embraced read
ings by Miss Green and Joan Ber
man, and piano solos "by Miss Ruth
Dondis. Refreshments and a social
Our Display Rooms, Consultation hour were also enjoyed.
Rooms and our able counsellor and
assistants to help the family arc
Have you seen those exceptional
all right here.
values in framed pictures?
At
Gregory’s Picture & Framing Shop,
406 Main St., over Crie Hardware Co.
C a$A \
Tel. 254.--adv.
•
THOMASTON 1 9 2

107 MAIN STREET
THOMASTON,MAINE

TOO LATE FOR CLASSIFICATION
TWO PUNOS. one horse
sled, surrey.
----------

harness and sleigh. ARTHUR RO1
7«9
I Tel. two. Limerock St.. City

V

The storm which began Saturday
night and did not cease until Sunday
forenoon, dumped another big lot ot
snow onto Rockland, qjhich already
had a supply sufficient to last the en
tire season. Unusual diligence was
shown In clearing the city streets, so
that by 11 o’clock yesterday forenoon
all the sidewalks and highways with
in a reasonable radius of the business
center were in prime condition. Hats
off to Pat McAuliffe, the old H. M. B.
polo player, who has been wisely
placed in charge of the city’s snow
shoveling forces, and who exhibits to- i
day much of the same activity which J
made him famous as a polo player [
more than 40 years ago. Commis
sioner Edwards acted very wisely
when he gave Pat that assignment.

NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
Whereas William J. Harrison of Thom- I
aston In the County of Knox and State 1
of Maine by his mortgage deed dated 1
July 2 A. D. 1931 and recorded In the i
Registry of Deeds for said County of 1
Knox, in Book 230 at Page 84 convcvcd
to John T. Oay and John H Miller, both
of Waldoboro in the County of Lincoln
and State of Maine, copartners doing
business under the firm nalne and style
of Waldoboro Garage Company, a cer
tain lot or parcel of land, with the
buildings thereon, situated In St.
George In said County of Knox and
State of Maine and described as follows
to wit:
Beginning on the west side of the
highway leading from Wiley s Corner
In said St. George to Clark Island,
thence running west by north by
land oi Elizabeth Monaghan one
hundred (100) feet to land o f
Michael Hocking; thence south by
west one hundred (100) feet, more
or less, to land of Peter F Mona
ghan: thence about east one h u n 
dred (100) feet, more or less, to the
above mentioned highway; thence
by said highway about north one
hundred (100) feet to the place of
beginning; being the same premises
conveyed to him. the said William
J. Harrison, by Peter F. Monaghan
by his deed of warranty dated April
8 A. D. 1927 and recorded In Knox
County Registry of Deeds, In Book
211 at Page 360. and
Whereas the condition of said m ort
gage has been broken; Now, Therefore,
by reason of the said breach of the con
dition thereof the said John T. Oay and
John H. Miller, copartners as aforesaid,
claim a foreclosure of said mortgage.
Dated this fifth day of January. A. D.
1934.
JOHN T. GAY
JOHN H. MILLER
Copartners doing business under the
firm name and style of Waldoboro
Oarage Company. Mortgagees
STATE OF MAINE
County of Lincoln, as. Jan. 5. A. D. 1934
Personally appeared John T. Oay and
John H. Miller, copartners as aforesaid
and made oath to the foregoing notice
of
■" foreclosuri
-------- w and that the same Is true.
Before me
IL. S.|
HAROLD R. SMITH
4-T-10
i Notary Public.
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
Whereas Robert E. Grierson of Wash
ington in the County of Knox and State
of Maine by his mortgage deed dated
June 25 A. D. 1931 and recorded in the
IN MEMORIAM
Registry of Deeds for said County of
In loving memory of Edith A. Stanley, Knox, in Book 228 at Page 420. conveyed
who passed away Jan. 16. 1927.
to John T. Gay and John H. Miller, both
of Waldoboro in the County of Lincoln ,
Your gentle face and patient smile
and State of Maine a certain lot of la n d ,'
With sadness we recall,
with the buildings thereon, situated In I
You had a kindly word for each,
said Washington in said County of
And died beloved by all.
Knox and State of Maine and described
The voice is mute and stilled th e heart
as follows, to wit:
That loved us well and true.
Beginning on the highway lead
Oh bitter was the tVlal to part
ing from Washington to Waldoboro
From one so good as you.
at land owned or occupied by Wil
You are not forgotten, loved one,
liam DeCoster, the said point of be
Nor will you ever be;
ginning being the southwest corner
As long as life and memory last,
of the premises hereby conveyed,
We will remember thee.
thence easterly with the stone wall
We miss you now. our hearts are sore.
on said land owned or occupied by
As tim e goes by we miss you more.
William DeCoster about twelve (12)
Your loving smile, your gentle face.
rods to land of William Creamer;
No one can fill that vacant place.
thence
approximately
northerly
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Stanley and family
about ten (10) rods to land owned or
Swan’s Island.
•
occupied by Jerusha Sargent; thence
westerly by land owned or occupied
CARD OF THANKS
by Jerusha Sargent to the aforesaid
highway;
thence
approximately
To Mrs. Elizabeth Newbert, th e W.C
T.U.. the Rebekah Lodge, th e Sunday I southerly on said highway to the
School and the Sewing Circle, wc wish1 point of beginning; containing one
1) acre, more or
less;--and "being
the
-------‘
to express our sincere thanks to those | (V
same premises conveyed to him; the
people of Appleton who by th e ir kindly
said
Robert
E.
Grierson,
by
Nancy
expressions of love and sympathy helped I
to make our aunt's last days easier and i 8lmmons on June 28 A. D. 1926 and
recorded in Knox County Registry
for the beautiful flowers.
of Deeds in Book 210 at Page 442;
Mrs. Ada Wadsworth, Rena E w
and
Gallop.
Whereas the condition of said m ort
Searsmont.
gage has been broken; Now. Therefore,
n n n (H- T i n w c
bV reason of the said breach of the conCARD Or thanks
ditlon thereof the said John T. Gay and
I wish to express’my sincere thanks John h . Miller claim a Joreclosure of
and deep appreciation to the m em ber said mortgage
of the King's Daughters of the Baptist | Dated this fifth day of January, A D.
Church, the Mystic Rebekah Lodge, No 1934
JOHN II MILLER
51. I. O. O. F.. and the Ladles* Auxili
JOHN T. GAY
ary of the S. of V., for the boxes of fruit
Mortgagees.
and cards sent me during my long and
present illness. I _
also
STATE OF MAINE
presei
_ thank
_____ Mr. and 1
Mrs. Boyd Caler for boxes of fru it and County of Lincoln, ss. Jan. 5 A. D. 1934 j
other acts of kindness; Frank Montgoni-1 Personally appeared John T. Gay and
ery and Ida Stevens for flowers and John H. Miller and made oath to the
other kindness. And especially do I foregoing notice of foreclosure and that
thank Dr. W. H. Hahn and Miss Alma the same is true.
Johnson, R N. for their faithful servBefore me.
|L. S I
Ices.
Mrs. Katherine J. Overlook.
HAROLD R. SMITH
Warren.

• 4-T-10

Notary Public.

S a le of D o m estics
. . Ends T h is W e e k
Because of the price situation prevailing at this time, this sale Is of even
greater importance this year than usual
PEQ UO TSH EETS

54x99 in....... ............98
in
. 1.10
63x108 in...... .......... 1.15
72x99 In....... ........... 1.15

72x108 in.......... ......
......
81x108 in.......... ......
90x108 in, ........

1.25
1.25
1.35
1.44

PEQUOT CASES
42x36 in....... ...............27 42x3814 in .... .......... 29
45x38',i in............. .33
C A ST IRON S H E E T S

81x99 in.................. $1.15

81x108 in................. 1.25

PILLOW T U B IN G

36 in. Pequot; yd.
40 in. Pequot; yd
42 in. Pequot; yd.

.25
,27
.29

45 in. Pequot; yd. .32
40 In. Edwards; yd. .25
42 in. Edwards; yd. .26

OTHER SHEETS
89c Sheets ............... 69 42x36 in. Cases
.14
1.00 Sheets ............... 79 42x36 in. Pillow
Cases ...... 6 for 1.00
EXTRA SPECIAL! 10c Yard. 3000 yards of fine
quality 80 square unbleached sheeting, 39 in. wide.
Winthrop Mills Blankets, p a i r ........................ $2.98

42
45
54
63
72
81
90
36
39

FINE QUALITY “PEQUOT” SHEETING
.21
brown. yard ..
in. bleached ...... .23
brown. yard ..
in. bleached .... .26
brown. yard ..
in. bleached .... . .35
brown, yard ..
in. bleached .... .38
brown, yard .
in. bleached .... .44
brown, yard ..
in. bleached .... .47
brown, yard ,
in. bleached .... .4!)
in. Lockwood B Sheeting, y a r d ........................11
in. Lockwood A Sheeting, yard ........................12

Wool Double Blankets, reg. 3.95; p a ir .....2.98
2.98 Double Part Wool Blankets, pair ............. 2.25
70x80 Plaid Cotton Sheet Blankets .....................59
California Blanket, double ................................ 1.39
Heavy Grey Double Blankets. 70x80 ............. 2.25
27 in. White O u ting.................................................08
36 in. Bleached Cotton ............................................10
36 in. Heavy Amoskeag O uting............................... 23
Mohawk Colored Border Sheet, H. S. Rose, or
chid. pink, peach; 1.50 value................................98
Indian Blanket, all colors; 1.98 value ............. 1.69
All Wool Single Blanket; today's price 6.95;
two tone 72x90 satin b o u n d ...........................4.95
All Wool Filled Puffs, covered with fine qual
ity figured sateen .......................................... 3.98
P a rt

SEN TER CRANE COMPANY

U IC K
1934

•

•

•

with K nee-A ction W h eels
. . . th e G r e a t e s t A d v a n c e

in R id in g

E v e r A c c o m p lis h e d

GENERAL

K IB E

TO D A Y !
C om plete A u to m a tic
S ta rtin g

A SK FOR
T R O M M E R ’S
The F in e s t B e e r M a d e
DRAUGHT

BOTTLES

JOHN BIRD COM PANY
RO CK LAN D. M AINE
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ly. "Better go out and take the
saddle off Mr. Yerby's horse. I put
Advertisements In this column not to
It in the corral.”
I exceed three lines Inserted once for 25
McCann went. When saddle and
cents, three times for 50 cents. Addi
tional lines five cents each for one time.
bridle were iff. the animal flung
! 10 cents for three times Six words
up Its heels and went flying round
10
5
fc> 7
3
make a line.
4
8
1 Z
9
the corral.
•
Meanwhile Miss Julia Stark was
ii
m
13
II
asking her host a question.
“Who Is he?"
lb
“Fellow from over the Frio way.
15
i.
I get them young riders all mixed
I«
up.” he answered evasively.
BLACK change purse lost In Thom as
17
ton Thursday Finder may keep money
"One of McCann's riders?” she
'
If
class ring
returned. Return to THIS
w
asked quickly. “I don't remember
I OFFICE
7*lt
10
21
22 23
19
him."
BROWN shorf legged German Dach
shund lost Friday. Answers name of
"They’re always driftin’ In an'
Fritz GORDON SMITH. East Warren
14
25
out. Mostly their homes are under
Tel. 263-21.
7*9
their hats."
GLASSES In case lost Saturday on
Main
St.,
near
Chisholm's.
Finder
please
“Yes.” she agreed, not wholly
leave at Courier-Gazette office, care of
satisfied with this explanation. She
BILL B R O W N _ _ _ _ _ _
_ 7’9
had an impression that she had seen
LOST—Between Rockport and Rock
io
Zt 17 2©
3l 3X
land.
Dec.
30.
laundry
case
and
tan
him before «nd ought to remember
Gladstone bag. containing two gray
who he was.
fork union Military academy uniforms
J5
w 3m
and personal belongings Liberal re
McCann appeared in the door
ward. M W. 8PEAR Rockport
5-7
way. “Expect I'd better go for Doc
w
1
35
Sanders now," he said to the girl.
3b
“Unless you'd rather ride home and
have one of yore boys go for him.
40 41
37 3©
39
Maybe that would be better.”
"No. I'll stay. But I wish you'd
- -»
44
43
45
stop at the Circle Cross and tell my
WANTED We pay the highest prices
for fresn nearby hennery eggs. graded or
father 1 won't be home till late.
ungraded
Native potatoes, native kid
WHEN you are planning to well your
He'll get to worrying. Tell him not
Mb,
47
48
ney. Johnson, yellow eye or pea beans chickens «r»d fowl, call PETER ED
to send for me. I’ll come back with
Used sacks tree from holes any am ount WARDS Tel 806-J. Rockland
1-tf
Laying pullets, any hreed
STOVER
the doctor."
SCREENED
soft
lump
coal
for
sale.
FEED MFO. CO.. 86 Park St. Tel. 1200
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
VERTICAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
$9. one-half ton. 14 50. hard coal. 114.
On the brown face of the younc
i ______________________________ 52 J.
saint
B. PAULSEN. Tel. 84-2 Thomaston.
39-Middle
1-Recent
man was a faint sardonic grin. In
, STEADY WORK—Good Pay-R eliable
155M-tf
IB-Indefinite
article
4-Aside
42First
woman
man wanted to call on farmers in Knox
not letting her know who he was he
43- Musical note
20- Amiable
8-To flow back
County. No experience or capital need
PLATE OLA88 lunch counter, white
had built a trap for himself. He re
ed Write today McNESS CO.. I> pt glass top and oak tables, chairs, dresser
21- Large mammal of
11- Make a mistake
44- lnto
M.. Freeport, Illinois.______________7*lt and‘ furniture
for sale 99 MAIN 8T..
‘
flected that he would be as welcome
12-A land measure
South America
45- Exist
5-10
MAN wanted to supply customers with Thomaston. ________ ____________
__
at the Circle Cross as a June hail
(abbr.)
22- Near by
46- Sailor (Colloq.)
famous W atkins Products In Rockland
NEW MILCH Jersey cow and calf, also
storm In a grain-raising country.
13-Electrical Engineer 47-An accessory
23- Hymn
And Camden. Business established, earn- work horse, will work double or single.
ings average $25 weekly, pav starts lm- GRAND VIEW FARM Tel. 5-6 Warren
(abbr.)
covering of a seed 27- A college degree
But he had to go through now or
! mediately. Write J. R WATKINS COM6-8
(abbr.)
14Born
drag his tail.
I
(Pl-)
| PANY. 231-35 Johnson Ave.. Newark. N. J.
SMELT WORMS and minnows for Ice
15- Pollutes
28-A condiment
48-Guided
6*8 fishing
“I'll stop on my way,” he prom
for sale
NYE'S GARAGE. LI16- Breathed hard
29- Kind of dog
FLAT TOP desk In good condition and censed Dealer Tel. 585 and 971.
6*8
ised.
VERTICAL
having three or four drawers wanted
17-Water in the form
30- Piece of graphite
TRACTORS with Plows xur sale. Five
•
• • • • • •
Price must be low BOX 441. City. 7*9 ton
1-Sndre
of
vapor
enclosed
in
wood
tractors.
In
first
class
condition.
“Jim Ysrby** Hurt," She Said,
POSITION wanted csrlng for invalid. Used very little. Priced very low ParThe sun's rays streamed down the
i31-Pertaining to the
18- Dips
, j 2-Epoch
| or housekeeper In small family. Write tlculars on request. Apply PURCHASWaiting for No Introduction.
1 3-Squeezes
arroyo through which McCann and
21-Ensnare
I
mind
MRS ROSE S WHITE. Owl s Head. 5*7 ING AGENT. Eastern Mass Street Rall4- Sciences
24- Reply
32-A college degree
5-7
Doctor Sanders rode. By the time
USED LUMBER, doors, windows, etc., way. 38 Chauncy St . Boston. Mass.
She had suffered with him during
5- Large advertising
(abbr.)
25-Cooks in the oven
wanted, suitable for camp, abo new
NATURAL ground mixed sea shells for
they came to a sight of the desert
1 lumber planed one side. Write LUMBER poultry gravel, delivered anywhere by
sign
35- Girl's name
the ordeal, but the hands that had long shadows were stretching across
26-Candles
I care
° fflcc____________________ 2 2 bag or ton. Write ALFRED RAWLEY.
6- Mend
36-A Japanese coin
30-First
helped McCann had not trembled.
from the lomas.
FULL shaggy cats or kittens wanted Long Cove, M-.____________________ *tf
33-Assist
7- Set of workers
(Pl.)
“I know it hurt a lot," she replied.
ROYAL Beer Garden to let. fully
i Solid blue maltese or gray color. BAY
McCann drew up. “I reckon
8- Penetrates
34-A paper measure
37-To steep, as flax
VIEW FARM. North Haven Me.
2*7 equipped, w ith or without bowling
“Now I’m going to wash your face here's where we part. Doc. See you
alleys.
Can be made Into dance space
9An
insect
35-Stupefies by a
38-Girl't name
with cold water. You’ll feel better
later."
If preferrea To be rented at low price.
10-Piece of furniture 40- Before
blow
NOTICE
V. F STUDLEY. 283 Main St. Tel. 1154.
then.”
37-lmitate
18-Children's patron
41- Crimson
Doctor Sanders, a small plump
152-tr
NOTICE IS HEREBY OIVEN that
As soon as she had gone out of
j
Stuart
C
Burgess
of
Warren,
in
the
man In a land of lank giants, gave
-----.
„
J
_
.
.
.
.
dry SOFT WOOD tor sale. $3 50 a
(Solution to Previous Puzzle)
the cabin to get water from the him the valedictory of the plains,
County of Knox and State of Maine, ha* cord; sawed. $5 a cord; also a good workmade application to the Maine Board
horse for 58le reasonable
F W.
olla the younger man fired a ques
a*<a*’a**a*«a>>ael$
“So long," then deflected, to follow M****«**«**a>«a«aa*<a**«*<
of Bar Examiners for examination lor newBERT Warren. Me
7*9
tion at Yerby. “Who is she?”
A
E
c
B
O
L
D
JtoTn?atn
the
s
^
l
o
^
o
f
V
Bo?r
?
'.
n
b
'
^O
R
T
H
W
H
IL
E
’
^UYSBreedlng
pen
a trail leading to the right. His
Into the black beady eyes of the companion pushed into a small
M
A
o
e
:
R
s
D O N E
I held at Bangor. Maine, on the first IS. two cockerels. Ebenwood Wyandottes.
H O M E -A G .-F A X
old-timer a gleam of humor flickered. gorge In front of him.
two R O. P. Red. males V. P HALL.
Wednesday of February. A. D 1934
A l 1 E. N
U 1 T
6*8
’
51 R A G
Rockland
PHILIP G CLIFFORD.
“Boy, ride yore own range. Ain't
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American
lady to look at. But no use him
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Yerby looked at him reproach They quarreled.
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land about 9 30. Returning — leaves
RUG yarns for sale. $1.15 per lb.
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fully. "Sure, she's going to be.
Rockland at 1 30 fl. m.. Vlnalhaven 2.45 Knitting yarns at bargain. Samples and
Stark won Jessie for his bride. to the acreage grown in 1880, says I
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North Haven 3 30. Stonington 4 40: due knitting
7, "directions
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m?free. H. A. BARTThe years passed, and each left Dor.aid W. Reed, economist for the
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when she got good an' ready?”
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in
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grew potatoes.
The old man looked at him and
before their political ambitions and
perhaps varying gain in weight **
• • • •
grinned with friendly malice. “She's
their financial Interests collided. On
during
the period of growth. ParMiss Julia Stark, daughter of old
Officers of the Maine State Asso
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curious film of blankness passed.
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daughter of the arch enemy of his
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worth. H iram ; Mrs. Marcia Clark.
Trouble followed.
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house, that daughter who had been
SINGLE house to let. all Improve
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Then, dramatically, the curtain Wells; and Mrs. Nellie Emerson,
ments No objection to children; good
gain in weight over a period of
away to school in Los Angeles half
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rolled up for a scene of grim Hampden.
location. Rent $18 per month ROBERT
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slight change in diet would over
haps been dry-gulched. shot frnm
“ TENEMENT to let at 42 FULTON 8T
horse she had flashed past him. a
ambush, but this was not sure. Who test among 151 contestants, says: come the difficulty. It is a good i
__________________________________ 7*9
stringy thlrteen-year-old girl, all long
did It nobody knew, but at the Stark "Now that winter is here. I go into habit occasionally to compare the |
imp to let at $4 per
legs and flying black hair and big
ranch suspicion flew straight to the the cellar an d what a satisfied feel weight of your child with the nor- j
■month. Call at MEN'S SHOP, Park St .
_________________ 6 -8
dark eyes. It was hard to believe
Rockland.
Flying VY. This had been less than ing I have. The summer is gone and mal as expressed in a heightI SIX-ROOM house with lights, gas and
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two weeks before the afternoon with it those sun rays that mean so
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weight table.
up Into a beauty. He remembered
when Wilson McCann rode through
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Tincup Pass to carry word to Mat much to health. Yet I feel that I
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{my cellar for the cold winter
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had been war between the McCanns
dication. They represent lists of
He was descending Into a valley. I months."
and the Starks.
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His Instinct now was not to let
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Therefore, as long as the varia
was clear she did not recognize him.
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house, better not tell her who I am.
horse a spurt of san'd flew. The crack | ________________________________ health and normal growth are the
Jim," young McCann suggested.
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muscular development and tone,
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walls of the pass.
animation and endurnne.?, and the
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when she gets to going good.”
Instantly McCann’s brain regis
color and condition of. the skin and
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tered impressions and moved him to
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visible mucous membranes of the
Wlls. I dunno as there's any use
co-ordinated action. Some one' fiaJ
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soon enough, anyhow."
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water, a towel, and a piece of torn
volver against a rifle Wilson Mc
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The old-timer protested. “Now,
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ring. Call, deliver. S. A. MACOMlooky here, ma’am. I'm a heap
Jim-Dandy as on a peg and spurted
Rockland, Me. Tel. 958-J.
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obliged to you, but I can wash my
for the shelter of a large boulder I
served the families of Knox County
LET
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own face an’ not trouble you. I
NOTICE—I
have moved my office to 362
beside the trail. Before he readied I
LADY
ATTENDANT
Main St., over Newberry’s 5 & 10c store.
Handle Your
been doing It a right smart time
cover a second explosion boomed.
Gome up. Telephone 415-W. Work by
Day Telephone 450—781-)
without a valley."
| appointment. DR. J. H.
DAMON.
McCann dismounted and stood lie- j
dentist.___________________________ I-tf
“Off an' on—for a hundred an'
side his horse. The second shot
BURPEE’S
AUTOMOBILE repairing
Open eve
how many years, Jim?" murmured
made it plain that the first could
ROCKLAND. ME
The Modern Way
nings and Sunday. Slmonlzlng done
the younger man.
reasonably. G. L. BLACK. 3 Rockland
have been no chance bullet For
St Tel. 233-J.____________________ l^tf
“Hmp! I'm fifty-seven, If you
long minutes he waited, every nerve
D odge and Plym outh Cars
KEYS! KEYS! KEYS! Keys made to
want to know. An’ I never was sick
keyed to tension, eyes and ears alert
, order. Keys made to fit locks when
USED CARS OF ALL KINDS
a day in my life. You young sprouts
for any sign of movement In the
original keys are lost. House. Office or
think—" Jim became sputteringly
j Cir. Code books provide keys for all
mesquite. The ambusher might be
locks w ithout bother. Stlssors and
inarticulate.
circling round to get at him from
Knives sharpened. Prompt service. Rea"J like mature men myself." Miss
-"UBble prices CRIE HARDWARE CO
the rear. There might be two of
TEL. 8007
408
Main St. Rockland. Tel 791
1-tf
Stark announced and sat down on
Parcel Delivery
them. The only course open to him i
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ALADDIN LAMP PARTS at all times.
the edge of the bed prepared for
w as to let developments occur.
4x«<w»lv» Office
Prompt service CRIB HARDWARE CO
business.
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_________________________________ 1-tf
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STATION.
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Before Yerby could master effec
A BABY FOR YOU?
Called For and Delivered
(TO BE CONTINUED i
tive opposition a soapy rag was
Sl«o»« lend---- li
i If you are denied the blessing of a
traveling over his face.
(or u>o by frionda o«d
i baby all your own and yearn for a
’Hsby's arm s and a baby’s smile do not
obligation
"Wash him good behind the ears,
, gl,ve up hope. Just write in confidence
Maine has 375 communities or
ma’am," advised McCann solicit
O
steopathic
Physician
' to Mrs. Mildred Owens. 4137 Coates
Name..
House. Kansas City. Mo., and she will
ously.
ganized for Farm Bureau and Exten
38 SUMMER ST.,
RO CK LAN D
tell you about a simple home method
T e l 106-R
(trea t“You go to—Yuma!” retorted the
that helped her after being denied 15
TEL. 136
sion work for 1934. an increase of 24
yrs. Many others say this has helped
Indignant homesteader.
Cllv
127’ 129tf
bless their lives. Write now ahd try
His nurse look charge Imperious Over 1933.
for this wonderful happiness.
l-T-tt

from the top of an old box and
whittled them down for splints
while the girl was nunninRinK In
Derby's war bag for a clean cotton
thlrt. Thia the tore Into strips to
lerve as bandages.
"Ready, Jim?" the young man
asked.
"Sure, WUs. Right d—d now.”
Yerby endured without a groan
a few minutes of Intense pain. He
had the primal virtue of ahe frontier
—courage to endure quietly torture
that would have set many a city
man screaming. «
When the amateur surgeon had
finished Yerby relaxed with n sigh.
“I reckon the lid woulda come off'n
my private can of cuss words If you
hadn't been here,” he told the girl,
grinning cheerfully.
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A story7 o f th e c a ttle ra n g es, a ta le o f
fe u d and r o m a n c e , o f liv e s fille d w ith
a c tiv e liv in g , w ith g r e a t h a te s, g rea t
a d v e n tu re s, g r ea t lo v e s . A lt o g e t h e r a
s w ift - m o v in g ,p o w e r f u l sto ry o f t h e W e s t .
of the arroyo to tTie base of a Tiiigback which rose knobbily like ema- i
d ated vertebrae of Mother Earth's |
Jornada de la Muerte
spine. The quick eye of the rider !
ROM the bench where Wilson Mc
searched for and found a way np.
Cann had drawn up his horse het
From the summit McCann looked
looked across the shimmering des
down on a small grassy park. This |
ert.
was old Jim Yerby’s place. In
Beyond the level waste were sun
what seemed to this young fellow (
drenched lomas In the draws of
pre-historic days he had settled
which patches of shadow rested, wel
here because of a spring that had
come to the spirit In a landscape so
not evetj in the most arid years |
flooded with light. Up one of these
dried entirely. Among the live oaks
arroyos he would ride to the Frio
nestled a low adobe cabin.
River country where Ills father,
In front of the hut a woman was
I’eter McCann, was lord of the Mid
standing. She had In her hands a
dle Justice, the High and the Low.
rifle.
The young man shifted his seat
The rider looked across the little
so that one foot was lifted from the
park and discovered that the wom
stirrup and the other supported part
an was young, almost a girl, slender
of his weight. The dark brown face
and graceful of figure. He won
was hard, with lean jaw set tight.
dered who she could be.
Nothing of the thoughts behind
“Jim Yerby’s hurt,” she said
were mirrored In the inscrutable
waiting for no Introduction. “He's
gray eyes.
broken his leg. Horse fell on him.”
Unmovlng. he sat for many min
While she elaborated the fact the
utes. The desert held for him fas
young man's train of thought still
cination. It was the dominating In
clung to her. What was she doing
fluence not only of his own life but
here? Where had she come from?
of that of all living near. At times
How did It happen he did not know
he hated everything It stood for—
her, since residents were few in this
drought, starvation, and bleaching
end of the country, and he was ac
(tones, fierce struggle, temporary vic
quainted with them all?
tory, certain and final defeat. None
McCann followed her Into the
the less It was a magnet to his
thoughts. What was the mystery | cabin. It was a one-room shack,
rectangular, with two small fourof Its enticement? How could he
pane windows. A man lay on a
find the key to its hidden meaning?
home-made bed in one corner of the
Jornada de la Muerte had come
down from early days as the name
oom. He was a little wrinkled
of the desert. Those who lived on
ellow In blue overalls, gray-haired
Its border rarely used the Spanish
rith small, quick, beady eyes.
designation for it. To call this sand
“ ’S matter, Jim?” the newcomer
stretch the Journey of Death would ' eked.
have been a concession to sentiment I "Done bust my laig,” the old timer
and dread that few cared to make.
.nswered nonchalantly. “My d—d
Painted desert was the word these
iroomtail fell on me. Got scared at
grim taciturn men preferred.
t diamond back. Yesl’day evenin',
But the Spanish name was well , lbout two, I reckon. In Dry canchosen. For everything within reach
'on. I seen a bunch of wild hill
of Its dry winds fought for exist- ) nttle, an’ was trailin’ ’em when the
ence.
ironc plied me.”
The desert set the conditions for | “Couldn’t get on yore hoss?”
men, too. young McCann thought
“It lit out for home. I'd klnda
bitterly. To survive he must have
Iked to 'a' gone, too, but I didn’t
in him something of the tough skin
fet to go. No, sir. I laid right
of the cholla, of the poison of the
here on them rocks three years till
side-winder, of the pouncing lust
diss Julia come along an’ seen me.”
to kill of the wild cat. He must ; “It must have been awfly hot,”
endure heat and thirst and hunger
he girl said gently.
or must perish.
“Tur’ble hot, an’ me dry as a
Through the stillness of the , tork laig. I sure got good an'
drowsy land a shot rang out sharp
taunted. That country up there Is
ly.
McCann listened. Intent and
le’talnly filled with absentees. My
crouched. In this wilderness the
irospecls looked bilious when Miss
explosion might mean one of many
lulls dropped round this mo'ning
things: a man In a hill pocket, his
in’ said ‘Howyd? to me. I dlsreback to a rock wall, flinging dafi- I nember ever spendin’ a night an' a
ance at a circle of enemies; a bul
luy so dawggoned long.”
let flung from ambush and a j “No water bag, Jim? Wasn't that
sprawled figure huddled on the dry
tlnda careless?" McCann said.
sand; a pilgrim lost and panic“All of that, Wils. An’ that ain’t
stricken ; or the mere wanton exu
tut half of It. I'd run outa the
berance of a vaquero.
Bakin’s."
A second and a third shot fol- j lie was a garrulous old fellow and
lower, at Intervals, evenly spaced, i She reaction of relief from the long
It was a distress signal, a call for
hours of helpless waiting—hours
help.
luring which he had not knowD
McCann drew his revolver and
whether life or death was In store
fired Into the air to let the one in ' for him—loosened Ills tongue and
need know that help was on the
lifted him to a mood akin to gayway. Then, swiftly, but without pan
cty. He had broken his leg of
icky haste, he turned and rode along
tourse, but he had not come to the
the bench.
end of the passage. There ^vould
Presently another shot echoed
be plenty of time In the weeks when
down the ravine up which he was
be was tied to a bed to “cuss" about
moving. This was meant to direct
Ilie leg.
him, McCann guessed, and he fired
Wilson McCann stepped outside
once more for assurance to the one | the cabin, took some water from
In distress.
the olla, and washed his hands.
"Go to It, Jim-Dandy,” he urged,
This done, he examined the broken
end put his horse a t the steep In
leg and made preparations to set
cline leading up from the arroyo.
It temporarily until a doctor could
A fentle slope led
thq edge
fce brought. He found some boards
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Mrs. Douglas Bisbee Jr., and infant
daughter Patricia Ann returned home
Monday from Knox Hospital.
Mrs. H attie Spear will serve as
chairman of the committee in charge
of the picnic supper to precede the
regular meeting of Harbor Light
Chapter Tuesday evening. A social
afternoon with sewing and games
will be enjoyed, members meeting at
the hall a t 2 o’clock.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Carroll en
i
*! T S
tertained the Nitsumsoeum Club and
[ •-x-l I j
husbands Monday evening at their
home on Commercial street.
■H.
The Athletic Association of the
High School held a successful social
at Town hail Friday evening.
Miss Barbara Richardson returned
O R the re lie f an d prevention
to school Monday morning after an
absence of two weeks due to illness.
o f p erio d ic p a in and such like
. a most important
Owing to the small attendance at
ailm ents p ec u lia r to women.
commodity, making possible better
the
Carnival-Regatta
Committee N o t just a n o th e r p ill to deaden
meeting Sunoay tafternoon, due to pain. It reach es th e cause o f the
health, comfortable homes, new indus
the bad storm, no business was trans tro u b le and so h elp s to prevent
tries, convenient cookery, has behind
acted but several matters of import future d istu rb an ces. If yours is
its production and distribution the
ance were discussed.
n o t a surgical case, persistent use
Plans for the card party to be given
labors and machinery involving thou
sh o u ld b rin g p erm an en t relief.
by Miss Marion Weidman on the eve- i
sands of workers and millions of dol
C hocolate co ated . Small box
ning of Jan. 22 at her home for the j
50
cents.
lars in pay envelopes.
benefit of the Camden branch of the I
Knox Hospital Auxiliary, are pro- {
T ry L ydia E. P in k h a m ’s
grossing satisfactorily, a number of {
P ile S u p p o sito r ie s
tables already having been reserved, i
Mrs. Annie Hodgman was hostess
Bring welcome relief from the
T also makes possible the m anufacture o f thousands
to the Twentieth Century Club Fri agony of itching, burning, bleeding
of things so common to us all. Aside from that
day afternoon a t her home in Cam piles. Simple to use, highly recom
of K E C O Y E K Y
den. Interesting papers were read mended, 75 cents.
which coal has made possible is the vast machinery
by Mrs. Nellie Magune and Mrs.
needed to m ine, prepare, ship and deliver coal to your
Minetta Paul. This week's meeting
Anlliraiite production was 1,398,000 tons,
againot 1,317,000 the previous week anil
will be held a t the home of Miss Ma- j after which adjournment was made
hom es.
976,000 tons a year ago, while the total
rion Weidman with Mrs. Linthel Lane , to the banquet hall where a buffet j
output for the year to dale was 41,264,000
as hostess.
j lunch was served by Mrs. Linthel
tons, against 43,193,000 a year ago.
Every tim e you purchase a ton of coal you bring
• • • •
j Lane and her corps of efficient helpinto m otion the wheels of many industries. You make
R ctirin g P resid en t Is Honored
ers. The tables were attractively
Business failures in the United States ac
it possible for these workers to live decently and at
The G.A.R. hall was taxed to its decorated, each of a different color
cording to Dun A llradslrect's totaled 229
full capacity Friday evening, the oc- ;cheme' the ° ne rcserved for the
the same time you reap the benefits of their labors —
for last week compared with 485 in cor
carton being the installation of offl- suests of honor bein« “PP^Pnately
responding week of a year ago.
for quality coal means heat, comfort and economy.
cers of the Fred A. Norwood W.R.C. decorated in
national colonincluded in the audience as special Du,mS
Torrcv's Presidency in
guests were members of Edwin Libby lhe lccal « * !* her chief aim has
The value o f 100 representative stork is
So it is with whatever you buy as a Consumer:
sues listed on the N. Y. Exchange showed
Port G A R . of Rockland, represent- j
closer relationship among ]
It is not just the commodity purchased but the many
advances of 56.1% in the past year.
fives from all the allied bodies. La the different allied bodies of the
related and interdependent products and businesses and
dies of the G.A.R. of Camden and G.A.R. and th a t this has been ac
em ployees necessary to make possible the commodity
sveral State and department offi complished to a great extent was
Electrical Power output in New England
by the fact that ail
uas up 8.7 a-ainst 6.7 of the previous week.
cers of the National and State W.R.C. i| demonstrated
'
for
you
—
and
you
in
turn
by
your
buying
are
mak
State Dept. Sr. V. P. Emma L. Torrey WCTe
™ «>is occasion,
ing Recovery a reality.
acted as installing officer and her
T
E
N
A
N
T
'S
H
A
RB
O
R
duties were very ably performed.
She was assisted by Mrs. Linthel Lane
At the annuaI mect n? of Eurcka
as conductor, and Maude Peterson. Lodge> p A M
th e -e officcrs werc
Hazel Cain. Mary Snow and Addie elected: Worshipfu, mastfr Karold
Wentworth as color bearers. Past Watts; senior warden. Harold row President Cacilda Cain acted as as ling; junior warden, Harlan Bragdon;
sistant installing officer.
secretary, Granville Bachelder; treas
The following were induoted into urer, Heibert Pierson; senior deacon.
89 FEDERAL STREET — H«n«fqucrter» — BOSTON, MASS.
office: President. Mildred Holmes; Frank Robinson; junior deacon, Al
senior vice, Ellen Bohndell; Junior mond Hall. Installation will be held
vice, Vellie Simmons; secretary, Thursday evening and each ir.em.er
Representative ITomcn's Organizations and ITomen Civic Leaders Organized
to Present FACTS of Business, Industry and Products to Fellow Consumers
Stella Simonton; treasurer. Cacilda is requested to take two articles for
to show “How Their Huying is Doing Us Part toward Recovery*
Cain; chaplain, Maude Davis; con supper.
ductor, Maude Peterson; assistant
[conductor, Hazel Cain; guard, Ida
CAPT. HENRY E. DAVIS
{Page; assistant guard, Annie Mc
Gowan; patriotic lnetructor, Emma
Capt. Henry E. Davis. 73. a lifelong
Light; c othing leader, Mrs. Leila
sembled to fight it, the ell adjoining
L. Torrey; press correspondent, Louise mariner, died at his home in Po’ t
B U RK ET I'VII ,LE
W A R R EN
Tu:n:r; household management, Mrs.
the house, the woodshed and barn
Melvin; musician, Florence Knight; j Clyde last Wednesday after a five
Elmer Light of Union visited at Verda C arter; annual meeting, Mrs.
Maurice Watte is cutting ice on were saved ar.d the entire lot of fur
{color bearers, Mary Snow. Addie days'illness with pneumonia.
Caldei wcod; planning meeting, Mrs.
Minnie
Light’s Thursday.
Chickawaukie
Lake
in
Rockland
for
niture
in
the
hcure
safely
removed.
Wentworth. Inez Grant, Carrie Grey.
CaPL Davis was born ln FriendElbridge Fish who has been very Jcttie Grinnell. Thirteen meetings
The place was occupied by Mr. and
Intcrspersuig the installation cere- sb*P* son
the late Samuel and Ar- Fred Maloney
Mrs. Harry Swift has been ill.
Mr:. Kurtua Ahlhclm, who had par ill bar so fa" Improved as to sit up were planned for the coming year,
mony were vocal solos by Mrs. Nellie villa (Kenney) Davis. The love of
Joan Berman, who will take part tial insurance on the house. It was lor a few hours each day. Mrs. the first to be this month, subject,
{Coates, accompanied by Miss Irene the sea was born in him and when
"Library," with Mrs Ella Grinnell as
{Young of Thomaston and Mrs. Lin a mere lad commenced his seafaring, Tr.utsday evening in the dramatic valued at $1500 The fire apparatus Nellie Martz is caring for him.
Mr. Bullard, the Grandin agent, hostess. Date will be announced
and
musical
recital
at
Town
hall
used
water
from
Fuller
brook
and
in
gradually
gaining
promotion,
until
thel Lane, with Miss Mattie Russel!
wa a business caller in this vicinity later.
as accompanist, also two very clever he received his papers for captain. ponsored by the Woman's Club, is rccuring this rupply became firmly
recently.
the
six-ycar-old
daughter
of
Mr.
and
stuck,
making
it
necessary
to
secure
Janice, little daughter of Mr. and
For
years
he
had
a
fleet
of
lobster
and graceful dance numbers given by
Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Calderwood Mrs. Charles Miller has been very ill
the aid of a pair of steers and a tackl"
little Miss Barba-a Richardson, the smacks which plied between Maine Mrs. Harry Berman of Rockland.
Friends were glad to know that before they finally got to the road attended Seven Tree Grange at with pneumonia.
first a jump rope tap, in which she and Massachusetts, among them
Union Wednesday evening.
Mrs. Susie Maddocks spent the day
wore a dancing costume of meta! being the "Addie,' "Hattie” and "Ex Chester Cartner. very ill the past two again at about 7 o’clock Saturday
Mr. and Mrs. Heibert Cunningham recent ly with her cousins Gertrude
•weeks,
rat
up
for
the
first
time
Sun
night.
change."
which
he
owned
and
man
cloth with organdie ruffles of yellow
• • • •
of Washington spent Monday at and Catherine Thurston.
day.
and pink and the second a military aged.
Andrew Rokcs’.
The
Thomaston
fire
department
Capt.
Davis
was
formerly
captain
Mrs
Lctty
Mitchell
ol
Thomaston
tap in which she wore a French blue
' Aubert Leigher was a visitor at
was
called
at
2.30
yesterday
afternoon
The Farm Bureau held the annual Everett Fish’s last Sunday.
of
Barge
7,
which
brought
pulpwood
has
been
caring
for
her
father
and
military costume
Remarks were made by several of from Canada for the Pejepscot mother Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Dolham to a fire at Ovster River, just over the planning meeting Jan. 8 a t Mrs. ■ The C.W.A. crew destroying Drownboth of whom have been very ill. Thomaston-Warren line, in the place Florence Caldcrwood's hom e/ More Itail months finished in this section
{the distinguished guests who had Paper Co. at Bath.
He was a member of Aurora Lodge, They were said to be better at this owned and occupied by Mr. and Mrs. than 20 werc present. Mr. Went
previously been escorted to the altar
last week.
Thomas Ioit. The department couid worth gave an interesting talk on
and given honors. Comrades Huntley F.A.M. of Rockland, a member of the writing.
do
nothing
except
help
save
the
lur“Taws" in the forenoon. A fine
The Baptist Ladles Circle will serve
and Kelley of Rockland; Dept. Jr. V. Knights of Pythias Lodge, Port
niture. as no water was available. dinner was served by the committee
Com. Sons of Union Veterans. I. Clyde, and an active attendant of the monthly supper Thursday. The
About 75 came from Thomaston and in charge. A program presented by
Leslie Cross of Rockland; Past Dept. the Ridge Baptist Church of Port committee includes Miss Tena MacGreat Complexion
Warren to help and succeeded in sav- Mrs. Leila Turner caused consider
Clyde,
where
h
e
resided
for
the
past
Callum,
Mrs.
Grace
Wyllie
and
Mrs.
patriotic instructor of the Daughters
S ecret!
irg most of the furnishings. A cow able merriment: Cake contest, Mrs.
eight
years.
Martha
Welch.
of Union Veterans, Eliza Plummer of
O
her friend she con
and
a
small
flock
of
hens
were
a'rc
Eva
Gorden
winning
first
prize
and
Capt.
Davis
is
survived
by
two
sons,
Rev. H. I. Holt officiated Friday
Rcckland; department president of
fessed the secret of her
saved. The fire apparently caught Mis. Ella Grinnell second; a prophecy
flawless clear white skin.
Warren
K.
Davis
of
36
Hiritkley
;
afternoon
at
funeral
services
for
the
Ladies' of the G.A.R., Lillian Lincoln
Long ago she learned
from defective wiring in the barn. of the members written by Mrs
that no cosm etic would
of Camden; department inspector of street, Bath. Arthur L. Davis of late Dr. Cecil E. Wasgatt at Pearl
hide
blotcltcs, pimples or
Both buildings seemed to take fire al Gladys Turner; reading by Mrs.
sallowness. Snc found
{the Auxiliary to Sons of Union Vet Port Clyde; two brothers, Samuel of street, Camden.
the
secret
o f real com
most
at
once
and
went
very
quickly
Grinnell,
followed
by
a
Christmas
Traffic on No 1 highway from
era n s, Florence Fairbrother; depart Port Clyde. Charles of Glenmere;
p lexion b e a u ty in NR
The loss is set at about $2000. Mr. {tree, tach member receiving a useful
Tablets(N aturc’sR e m and
one
granddaughter.
Miss
Hilda
Thomaston
to
Waldoboro
was
tied
in
ment inspector of the State W.R.C.
edy).T hey cleansed and
a knot late Saturday night because* and Mrs. Iott and family are staying gift. Miss Lawrence was also re cleared th e elim inative tract— corrected slug
{Elizabeth Barton; department in Davis, also of Port. Clyde.
gish
(towel
a
ctio
n
—
drove
ou t the poisonous
Funeral services were held in the of the severe snowstorm. Ten, peo- at the Luccttc in Thomaston for the membered by a present from the wastes. She. felt better, too, full
of pep, tingling
spector of the Ladies of the G.A.R.
with
vitality.
Try
thia
mild,
safe, dependable,
present.
members. At the business meeting it all-vegetable corrective tonight.
; Bernice Jackson; past chief of staff Firfte Baptist Chttrch in Port Clyde 1pie were forced to put up in the Alvah
See your com
(was voted to serve balanced meals at plexion im prove,
Spear garage at South Warren be
Spanish War Veterans. John Ran- last Saturday.
sec h e a d a c h e s ,
{each meeting. These officers were dullness vanish.
cause of becoming stuck in the large
SO UTH W ARREN
W)TO
T O N IG H T
{lett and Fred Rice, who retired from
At all druggists* 1
Don’t take calomel!
I chosen for 1934: Chairman, Mrs. —only
I Y\ TOMO»
j drifts there.
25c.
i the U. S. Army in 1931 after serving
! The Cuckoo Club was entertained
{31 years. He participated in the
, l i a r * " Quick relief for K id indittreAn old-time blizzard descended Sat 'Flcterce Calderwood: secretary, Mrs.
T U M b
lion, heartburn. O niy lf c
{Saturday evening by Mr. and Mrs. urday night and blocked us all in. Ella Grinnell; treasurer. Mrs. Gladys
{Spanish War and World War and jn
[Llnscott;
foods
leader,
Mrs.
Mattle
i
Maurice
Hahn.
Cards
featured
the
j two expeditions against Villa in
Cars which werc in Rockland were
entertainment for the evening, prizes
Mexico. Letters of regret because
stalled on their way home, some hav
{falling
to
Mrs.
Ruth
Philbrook
and
of their inability to be present were Now banith b a d breath, p im p let,
i read from Past State Commander, F. o on ttipation ; feel like a m illio n / Alvah Simmons, while Mrs. Laura ing to remain until Sunday morning.
Partridge was awarded the consola A crew of men shoveled all day Sun
S. Philbrick. E. K. Gould of the Sons
That tired, frowsy feeling in the
cf Veterans and Millie Thomas, State morning, that "dark-brown" taste in tion. Refreshments were served, i day, and began again Monday morn
Mrs. Carrie Teague will bo hostess ing. The milk man, nothing daunt
president of the Ladies of the O.A.R., the mouth—if you would banish them
and win back buoyant health, don’t Thursday afternoon to the Umbrella
{all of Rockland.
ed. took tile fields for his route so
expect relief from salts, mineral oil, or Club.
Mrs. Torrey who is retiring as candy and chewing-gum laxatives.
Personal, Student and Monarch Size Stationery of excellent white
no
one was deprived of milk. It is
Funeral
services
for
Miss
Etta
For such remedies only move the
president of the local corps after servripple or plain bond paper, printed on top center of paper and on
! Ing several terms was showered with bowels. While chances are, you’re one French, a former Warren citizen, who many years since so much snow has
flap of envelopes. Copy for name and address on envelopes and
of the thousands suffering from slug
gifts In appreeiaGon of the faithful gish liver which does not yield suffi died Jan. 14, a t Rockland, will be held been seen in tilts vicinity. This is
paper must be exactly the same.
service she has rendered in that cient bile—causing pimples, blemishes, at the Sawyer funeral parlors at certainly an old-fashioned winter.
Printed in black or blue ink Not over three lines. Note size 6x7,
capacity and also for the efficient headaches, bad breath and a general Thomaston a t 1 o'clock Wednesday Many prefer the new fashioned.
ideal for women's use; 200 single (or 100 double sheets) and 100
run-down
feeling.
afternoon, Rev. H. I. Holt officiating.
The death of Mrs. Grace Maloney
manner in which she performed the
envelopes to match $1.00. Student’s size 5'6x8!4, *50 sheets and 100
What you need is something which
i duties of installing officer for the acts thoroughly but harmlessly uf»n Burial will be in the Town cemetery of Pleasant Point cmne as a great
envelopes to match, $1.00
shock to her friends here. It is hard
' evening. The presentation was made the liver. And in Dr. Edwards Olive at the monument.
Monarch size, a man's size for personal or business use. 150 sheets
Mrs. Hulda Sullin who has been ill to realize th at with her Indomitable
{by Mrs. Holmes. Mrs. Alma Roche, of Tablets you will find that "something,"
7'aXlO‘v and 100 envelopes 3 \x 7 ’i plain white bond paper only, $1 50
which stimulates the bile flow.
Melrose. Mass., a member of the
A successful substitute for calomel, with pneumonia is again up and courage and bright personality to
Raised letter printing on paper only, each size 60c extra.
fight against disease, th at she is gone
Fred A. Norwood Corps who made a these famous tablets are compounded about.
Write name and address plainly, print If possible. Remit with
Fire which started from a defec from ns. A true friend, beloved by
special trip for this occasion also pre of pure vegetable ingredients, and have
order, please, cither by check or money order. Postage 10c extra.
been praised for years by millions.
tive chimney early Saturday after all, her home was a place where all
sented to Mrs. Torrey a bouquet of
To get and keep the bile flowing
pink carnations as well as another freely—correcting constipatjpn, skin noon at the Fuller place at North delighted to visit Her loss as a true
troubles, and win back that 'Tine-and- Warren destroyed the house, but due friend will be hard to fill. Much
b ea u tifu l gift.
ROCKLAND, MAINE
dandy” feeling of youth—go to your to the combined efforts of the fire sjimpathy Is felt for the husband
B e n e d ictio n w as offered by Rev. G
druggist for Dr. Edwards Olive Tab
department and the 50 men who as and son.
F. Currter o f th e B ap tist C hurch, lets today. 15c, 30c, 60c,

Tons of Comfort

and

h e a lth

LYDIA E. PINKHAM’S

A M usical Com edy Bird!

TABLETS

Q N BOARD THE BYRD FLAtf- helpless. Then the steam returned
W SHIP, JACOB RUPPERT:— and we resumed our game of tag
(Via Mackay Radio). "Today your with the strange moving city of
lives were in the hands of Ood and Ice. It made us think serious
the engine room. If either had thoughts.
failed, you would all be dead men I have learned, to my surprise,
tonight!”
that ice is a noisy thing. The
This is what Commodore Gjert- waves, as they splash against
sen told us at dinner tonight these mammoth bergs, eat great
(December 26) and it made me holes in them, in which the
realize more than anything that has plunging water roars in a thous
happened since this trip began, and hollow keys. The smaller
what deadly realities we are up bergs and cakes, as they gallop
against.
by us or we push our way through
For four days we have drifted "leads" in their tightly packed
around in the fog, half the time mass, give out strange growling
with a howling northwest gale try- sounds and the constant ringing
ling to destroy us. of the bell signals from the bridge
i It is getting cold to the engine room, all help to
as the deuce. And make it anything but quiet around
if we had anybody here.
less experienced
and cautious than ' Speaking of sounds. I had a
Commodore GJert- funny experience today. I was
sen, a small but leaning over the starboard deck
amazingly force rail looking at the restless sheets
ful Norwegian ice of ice as we ploughed through
expert, and Cap- them. No one else was on deck.
__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .tain V e r l e g e r Suddenly, from some place off the
Medical Officer leading our great ship, I heard a gruff voice yell,
G. 0. Shirey ship through what “Hey! Hey!” I saw nobody. Again
must be the/world's most danger it was repeated. 1 crossed to the
ous waters, the gale would have port rail in time to hear the an
accomptistiea its purpose against gry call right below me. And there
us—the gale and the icebergs. We on the Ice was a small Adelie pen
have not been able to see more guin, about 18 inches tall, run
than three miles since last Fri ning along on the drifts with a
day and usually only a few hun perfect Charlie Chaplin waddle,
dred yards. And we’ve made only keeping up with the ship and
56 miles since noon Saturday. turning his head every few sec
Thousands of icebergs go plung onds to lbok up at us angrily and
ing past us in the gloom—some cry. “Hey! Hey!”, Just as a
of them five miles long, two or farmer might shout at boys steal
three miles wide and estimated ing apples. He was protesting tills
at 1,000 feet or more from high steel monster blustering through
tip to submerged bottom. If we his icy domain. And, as I watched
ram our 11,000 ton ship Into one him, he flopped over and started to
of them or run over the sub toboggan along on his breast, push
merged part of it—well, the Ti ing himself along frantically with
tanic did that, you know. Or if his flippers and sculling with his
one of them rushes at us out of Ifeet. Then he became upright again,
the invisible distance and crashes {running alongside, glaring at us and
into the side of our ship, it will j yelling “Hey! Hey!” He was a
be Just too bad. But our wise and Iscream.
We had a swell Christmas. Gifts
able skippers know their stuff and
are performing miracles of Judg from the home folks — music —
ment and steersmanship every songs—a grand dinner with turkey
and wonderful fixings. All our
minute every day.
This morning, however, they troubles forgotten for a few hours.
met an enemy they hadn't counted 1 hope all members of our club had
on—water—water in the oil. In as pleasant a Christmas and that
the midst of our work of dodging we shall have a baPPy end interest
these moving Ice mountains, stop ing new year together. They tell me
ping to let them drift by, or dash the maps we are sending to all
ing out of their way,, the engine members, without charge, will go
room reported that some water to them in a few days now, so they
which had leaked into the star* can mark on them the wonderful
board tank had risen through the flights and other exploration trips
oil, had been pumped under pres Admiral Byrd and others are going
s u re to the burner nozzles and to make. If you’re of high school
had extinguished the flames which age or over and aren't a member
keep us going by making our yet, you can become one right
steam. By the time Chief Engineer away, with no obligation of any
Queen had switched to the port kind, by writing me at the Little
tank and had begun to revive our America Aviation and Exploration
lost steam pressure, our ship had Club, Hotel Lexington, 48th Street
lost practically all of her head and Lexington Ave., New York,
way and for more than an hour N. Y„ enclosing a self-addressed
we drifted in a 50-mile gale almost stamped envelope.
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WE INVITE YOU TO SEE OUR

Parlor Suites and Studio Couches
Special Values in Beds, Bedding and Floor
Coverings
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Pieces of percale for quilt tops will
COLBY C O L L E G E N E W S
M A R TIN SV ILLE
be gratefully received.
Mrs. Maynard Jackson and daughIsaac N. Young of Wadsworth
Capt. and Mrs. C. W. Lowe of Rock
<By Jo h n Engliili)
ter Geraldine of South Thomaston street who has been working in Pair- land and Tenant's Harbor are visit
Coach Ryan Is holding daily pracare visitors at the home of Mrs. J. haven. Mass., for two months, re- ing Mr. and Mrs. H. H. Hupper.
j tice in preparation for a very stren u 
O U R AD-TAKER W IL L
Mr. and Mi's. Curtis of Marlow, N.
M. Carney, Green street.
turned home Saturday.
ous season. He has arranged sev
The Baptist Ladies' Circle will meet| Miss Letitia Creighton, Miss Clara H., were Sunday guests of Mr. and BE G L A D TO HELP Y O U
eral meets for Ulie freshmen a n d
Wednesday afternoon, with supper at T. Spear, Nathan Farwell an d Myles Mrs. Edw. Chaples.
varsity. The meets for the arsity
In addition to personal notes regard
Mrs. Alan L. Bird a t her card
6 o'clock. A free entertainment will Weston motored to Ellsworth Satur- Mrs. F. H. Piersons was a guest last
group include th e B.A.A. meet to ba ing departures and arrivals, this depart
rooms
Friday evening will have a
ment
especially
desires
information
of
week
of
h
er
father
at
Ash
Point,
ue given in the evening by members day an d were guests of Mr. and Mrs
held In Boston on Feb. 10 and the social happenings, parties, musicals, etc
contract tournament, with the ladies
William Cook has returned from
Notes
sent
by
m
all
or
telephone
will
be
of the Choral Association, Mrs. Lewis C. Sturtevant.
University Club games to be held on
gladly received.
forming one team and the men an
Grace M. Strout director. A collecAlbert T. Gould, E sq , of Boston New York city very much improved
Feb. 17. The freshmen have meets TELEPHONE............................... 770 or 794
other. Each team will be captained,
in health He has been receiving sur
tion will be taken to help the Circle was in town Monday
with Bridgton Academy, Cony High
and the same players will be at the
in their work. The choir members
The Georges River channel is open ' gical attention at the Bellevue Hospi
Miss Harriet Williams of the
School of Augusta and Hebron.
same table all the evening. The
tal.
will be guests of the Circle at sup- to the sea. The high tides have broken
Coach Ryan is paying much a tte n  Rockland & Rockport Lime Corp,
tournament is open to all who wish
Mrs William A Simmons enter- |
per. Program numbers will be: up the ice.
tion to his one-mile relay team. He office was in Augusta Thursday to a t
to participate, and while not neces
tained
in
honor
of
her
mother
Mrs.
"When It's Lamp Lighting Time in
Orient Lodge, P.A.M. will have an
has the veterans, Captain Bevln, tend a meeting of the auditors of
sary to arrange reservations ahead,
PH O N E
the Valley,” Junior Smith and installation of officers the evening of William Harris Saturday evening, it
the
Civil
Works
project
in
the
small
George H unt an d John Dolan. E d 
Mrs. Bird will be glad to do so if
being Mrs. Harris' birthday.
chorus; “The Last Roundup," R. K. Jan. 23.
770
ward Buyniski, Rcbert MacGregor towns. She was accompanied by
called.
Mrs. Louise Jones is able to be out
Greene and chorus; "The Family
Miss Letitia Creighton entertained
and David H ilton will fight, it out for Mrs. William Newbert of Thomaston
Row.” Mrs. Leila Smalley, N. L .: at a supper in her home Friday eve- doors following a serious illness.
the other position. There is also the
Mrs. Charles A. Rose is spending
Capt. Montaford Hupper of Bidde
Wolf. Miss Carlene Davis, Cecil D ay;' ning. Her guests were Mr. and Mrs
Mrs. Newton Strickland and son the week in Portland.
possibility of a two-mile relay team
W
A
L
D
O
B
O
R
O
piano trio, Scotch Airs, Mrs. W ash-' Ensign Otis of Rockland. Mrs. Char- ford Pool spent a holiday furlough
Bruce return today from Criehaven
also.
S U N D A Y D IN N E R
burn. Mrs. Strout.Mrs. Tripp; "The lotte Gray, Miss Clara T. Spear. with his family.
where they have been guests of Mrs.
•
•
•
9
Fales Circle, Ladies of the G.A.R.,
Miss M arcia Blaney was in P o rt
•
S U G G E S T IO N S
James Hooper is visiting relatives
Old Soinning Wheel," chorus; bari- Nathan Farwell and’Myles Weston.
Is sponsoring a card party this eve
The second Camera Club exhibi Dorothy Simpson.
land S atu rd ay
tone solo. "Give a Man a Horse He
The Classical Club of the High in Rockland.
ning at 7.30 at the home of Mrs.
tion is now on display in the College
Bv ANN PAGE
Alfred S torer was re-elected presiFriends extend their deepest symCan Ride," O'Hara. Mr. Wolf; char- School is holding a public card party
Mrs. G. A. Lawrence returned Sun Susie Newbert, Thomaston.
Library.
T
his
is
mostly
the
work
of
E seem less apt to tire of green
acter song. Alton C. Foster; Brahms' in the T.HS. assembly hall Jan. 23 at j pathy to Road Commissioner A. J dent a t th e annual meeting of the
stringless or snap beans than of Joseph C. Sm ith, who is very well day from Bath where she was called
Rawley in the less of his daughter stockholders of Medomak N ational
Mrs. Augustus Katz of Boston who
Lullaby, chorus.
7 30 P m" admission 25 cents.
any other green vegetable. Thia isknown for his fine work in photogra by the serious illness of Glenn Ann,
Bank. T h e directors are P ercy E. fortunate as it is available practically
„
.
Enoch M. Clark is confined at horn? Mrs. Albert Slingsby.
came
to install the officers of the
infant
daughter
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Mayflower Temple, Pythian Sisters
phy. Some of the prints are of f a 
Dwinal Stanley is a guest of Mr. Storer, Lawrence T. Weston, Sher all the year at reasonable prices. Its
fcr a time, due to an accident received
economy is even more marked be mous places in European cities an d Joseph Doyle. The child's condition recently formed Junior B'Nai B'rlth
have a supper Friday a t 6 o'clock at
man T. Jam eson of Friendship and cause one pound will serve from four
while chopping his first tree of the and Mrs. H. H. Hupper.
Lodge was guest, of Mr. and Mrs.
the Temple. All the brothers and
there are some of places nearer is a bit more encouraging.
to six people.
season in Cushing. The axe glanced
Clyde Stanley is cutting wood for James Y. Meserve of Jefferson.
Harry Berman for the weekend, resisters are urged to attend.
Mushrooms are low priced and for home. These same prints have been
and landed lengthwise of the large William Harris.
Miss Mary McLaughlin, formerly | turning yesterday.
Mrs. C arrie Wallace who is passing flavor a quarter of a pound goes a shown in o th er displays in Boston.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond McLqod toe, inflicting a severe wound.
of this city, is a patient at the State '
__
Ocean View Grange has elected as the w inter in Rockland, was th e guest long way. The dependable winter
They were prepared, for the m ost Street Hospital in Portland.
have returned from Attleboro, Mass.,
The T H E. Club played bridge last
The Bnta Alpha Club m et with Miss officers for the ensuing year. Master. last week of Mrs. Isadore HofTses and vegetables are all in market.
Grapefruit is the cutstanding citrus part, by the very difficult Bromoil
where they went to attend the funera, E i^jtjeth Washburn a t her home on Marguerite Grindie; overseer, F. H.
evening at. the home of Mrs. A. R.
fruit at present though plenty of process,
Mrs. R alph Morse.
of Mr. McLeod’s aunt.
Miss Gwennie MacDonald enter- | Havener.
oranges are in market. There are
Elliot street Monday evening.
Piersons; lecturer, Lillian Coid;
• • • •
tained her Sunday school class and )
The Crusaders will meet in the
A classical Club has been formed chaplain, Theodore Stimpson; stew Mrs. M alvina Comery is ill a t her many varieties of apples to choose
from.
home
on
Friendship
street.
Her
William Ellingwood, a sophomore, guests at supper and games Thurs- | Mrs. Harriet Frost, Miss Flora
junior room of the Baptist Church jn the Thomaston High School. Stu- ard. Clyde Stanley; assistant steward.
This is the baking season when
Wednesday afternoon to do hand- dents eligible are members of the Fred Hooper; gate keeper. Charles 'laughter, Mrs, Frarxis Redlon of quick breads, cakes and pastries are spent the weekend with his parents day evening a t the First Baptist par- Spear and Mr. and Mrs. Edward
appreciated by your family. Be sure in Rockland.
lors. She was assisted by Miss Vie- ’ Johnson, of The Little Flower Shop,
work.
Latin and ancient history classes. Ervlne; secretary. Gertrude Hupper; ! " alt'h aln ’ Mass - is caring for her.
your shelves are stocked with canned
ginia Egan, K enneth Hooper and went to Boston Sunday to attend the
Albert Elliot has had the head of a The club will meet monthly a t the treasurer, Mary Ervine; Ceres, Ethel Mr. a n d Mrs. W. C. F lin t have milk, baking powder, extracts and
Speaking on the subject, “S talin, Walter Staples. Those present were F.T.D. School of Design and Floral
deer he shot near Patten several high school building. The programs Stanley; Flora. Mildred Pierson; Po- been guests of their daughter in both all-purpose and cake flours.
The Quaker Maid suggests the fol
Hitler, Mussolini and Roosevelt— Eleanor Kalloch, Mertie Lindsey, Style a t the Statler. Durng their
months ago, mounted in Bangor. It W(n he made up of plays, skits and mona, Grace Wilson; iady assistant Portland.
lowing menus.
which has th e answer?" W hiting Eleanor Mattatall, Dorothy Sherman, absence Mrs. Helen Chapman will
is now to be seen aX the Dunn & Elliot readings. Officers chosen are: Presi- steward. Geraldine Watts; executive
E p
Qf w iscasset has
L o w Cost D inner
Williams gave the fifth talk in th e Eleanor Payson, Virginia Willis, be at the Shop.
store.
dent, William Spear; vice president, committee. Harold Hupper.
Maud(? c la rk Gay
Steak Pie with Vegetables
Miss Christine Moore will entertain ] Richard Woodcock; secretary, Elizalecture series. The first part of his Helen Whitmore, Carmellta Rich,
Cole Slaw
A capacity audience greeted mem
Mrs. Sadie Leach was hostess to the
Bread and Butter
lecture was full of the many expe Richard Karl. G ra n t Davis, Robert
a card party at her home Wednesday ! beth Henry; treasurer, Lucille DolliV IN A L H A V E N
Thimble Club lasttevening.
bers of th e senior class, W.H.S. when
Jellied Fruits
Saunders,
Bobby
Crane,
Mauri
.e
riences
he
h
a
s
had
in
living
his
afternoon. playing to begin at 2 ver; chairman of committee on preTea or Coffee
Milk
Mrs. Edward O C ^ v e r entertained
P a n t e d "Kempy," a royalty
double life in Russia, Italy, G erm any Johnson and Bobby Call.
o'clock. Tea will be served at 4.30. ; gram. Barbara Achorn.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred E. Gregory have
M
edium
Cost
Dinnet
and United States. In all these
The number is limited to eight
Mrs. Carrie Glennon of Sanford the members of the C. C. Club Tues- p!ay' in the Mcdomak Athletic hail,
returned
from a visit, of several weeks
B ro w n Chicken Fricasse*
was a rollicking comedy w ith an
Rubinstein Club meets Friday
countries he worked with the la 
tables, and reservations should be ar.d Elbra Bucklin of South Portland day A chicken dinner was served.
with their daughters, Mrs. Granville
M ashed Sweet Potatoes
borers and lived as a laborer, so he afternoon a t 2.15 when Mrs. Alice Shibles in Westbrook, and Mrs. Orey
Green Beans
made with Miss Moore. The proceeds are with their mother Mrs. Avesta Miss Frances McIntosh entertained amusing plot and the parts were all
A pple and Celery Salad
the Pine Cone patrol of G irl Scouts weU tak en - Homer C;lrro11 “ a re'
obtained his knowledge on the labor Karl will present a program on “Ed Tolman in Portland.
will go to the Nursing Association for Bucklin who is ill.
F ren ch Dressing
tired business man was quite th e star
Wednesday
at
her
home.
question first hand. After telling ward MacDowell.”
its work.
The old and new officers of Grace
B re ad and Butter
Much interest is being manifested of the P^V and dePicted the n-rttabIe'
The Moonlight Auctioneers played
Squash Pie
some of th e humorous experiences
Samuel Lewis of Boston spent the chapter, O.ES. are asked to meet at
Coffee
Milk
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Giroux and bridge Thursday evening at the
he had while living In the guise of
weekend with his ailnt Miss Mary J. the hall Wednesday at 7.30 p. m. to in junior basketball teams, made up old d ^ P t * father w ith great
daughter Betty Lee. who have been home of Miss xnore Benner, with
V ery Special Dinner
a laborer he launched Into a discus
Watts. Mr. Lewis accompanied by rehearse for the installation, which of G irl Scouts and coached by Miss realism. Evelyn Flagg was th e nerguests of Dr. and Mrs. H. V. Tweed!?, honors going to Mrs. Gladys Buzzell,
S
e
a
Food
Cocktail
Nathalie
Smith
and
Elizabeth
Gray
TOU
Sa!w
a>'s
faintin8
wlfe
o
f
"Ead
sion of the industrial conditions in
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert S. White and will take place Jan. 24. Mrs. Lena
Chicken F ricassee with D um plings
returned to Waterville Sunday.
Miss Gladys Bowen and Miss Esther
these
countries.
Russia
seemed
to
his nephew Winslow Lewis, is leaving D?iano. worthy matron, and Past Pa- The first public game was played Frl- and her makeuP and acting w as true
Baked Potatoes
day
night
at
the
Scout
hall
between
t0
character.
Elizabeth
Mank,
Gera;-1
Ahlberg. Late lunch was served.
B a k ed Hubbard Squash
be in the worst condition. The a t ti
soon for four months travel which tron A rthur Hatch will be the installMiss Nathalie Jones entertained
Tomato S alad
Salad D ressing
the
Blue
Birds
and
Green
Dragons.
dyn
P
o
rte
r
and
Dorothy
Creamer
tude
of
the
workman
is
one
of
“p
as
will cover a number of promil ent ing officers. The ceremonies will be
her club Friday evening.
itolls and Butter
The Woman’s Auxiliary of St.
The lively game resulted in a score were th e three charming daughters
sive resistance,” he said. He also
places, Jamaica, the South Sea private.
Chocolate Souffle
Hard Sauce
Peter's
Church meets Thursday eveof
76
to
19
in
favor
of
the
Dragons
°f
the
house
and
kept
th
e
ball
of
|
Coffee
Milk
Islands and Monte Carlo among *
-----------------said that five million Russians died
Chapin Class meets this evening I
Nathalie Smith was referee. A large m errim ent rolling. Lester Black as I
F O U R -P O IN T P R O G R A M
of starvation last year. He described with Mrs. A. S. Peterson, Main ning in the Undercroft,
them.
audience witnessed the game.
the sporty husband was convincing
this country's ^present program as an street.
Wilbur Strong Jr. will be the chauf
UNION
The Congregational Missionaty
Representative Moran yesterday in - Ernest Arey returned Saturday and E uke Merrill, the business man
experiment.
feur to drive Mr. and Mrs. H. L. Rob
Society meets tomorrow afternoon at
troduced
in
the
House
a
bill
embody
H
igh
School
Notes
• • a •
from
a
business
trip
to
Augusta.
love
^
t
b
the
second
daughter
was
Miss Betty S tahl who has been
bins of Union to Miami, Fla.
3 a t the home of Mrs. Charles G
The senior play "Short T hirty-six” Dr.-Shatler Mathews, a Maine m an guest of her aunt, Mrs. Perley
The Ladies’ Aid of the Federated ing the four-point program of the Miss Muriel Chilles entertained the finely impersonated by H enry Jives
Hewett, High street, with Mrs. V. F.
Mother
and
Daughter
Club
a
t
an
all
I
Rcbert
Tisdale
as
"Kempy”
finally
'
American
Legion
for
restoration
of
Church will meet at the home of the
was successfully presented under the and graduate of Colby College, has Damon, has returned to Waldoboro Atwood as assisting hostess.
president Miss Edith Lenfest Wed compensation for service-connected day session Friday at her home. ? emerged from a serious predicament .direction of Miss Merrifield. Elmer recently been chosen to go to India
Members of the T Club attended
nesday for an all-day session. Pic disabilities, hospitalization and com chicken dinner was served. First to a happy love affair. Between the ■
to deliver the Barrows Lecture
Mrs. I. J. Shuman was hostess to
and Lucille Hart as Gordon Dansard was dlspensation
for
widows
and
dependents
the
show a t S trand Theatre Friday
honors
in
bridge
went
to
Mrs.
Charles
a
::s
Arline
Anderson
nic dinner will be served a t noon.
These are a series of talks on C h risti
the Corner Club for bridge Friday
Cclwell
entertained
with
song
and
owned
by
h
is
father
George
(Russell
of
veterans.
evening,
with
lunch
a
t
the
P
ara
Chilles. second to Mrs. Scott Little
Members are requested to take dishes
anity and are the outcome of the
afternoon.
field. Ma? West was guest of honor. dar.ee acts. The play was under the Beckwith) but cleverly disguising Weld's Parliam ent of Religions held mount afterward.
and silver.
William Benner returned Friday supcrvis.cn of Miss Alma Glldder himself as Miss Withers he won the in Chicago last year. An endowment
Messages from Mrs. Lee Walker
Herbert Huntley is visiting his par
Winners a t the card party Friday
from Mt. Waldo, where he has had and Jo h n Orant' assistants in the favQr Qf h is fath€r'S en€my (Chester makes It. possible for one C hristian
who was called to Washington. D. C.
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Austin Huntley,
employment for several months.
High School.
Butler),
^ apade3 by statesman to give the lectures in evening at. Hotel Rockland for the Limerock street. He has recently
by an accident to her aunt. Mrs.
benefit of St. Bernard's Church
Charles Morton of Rockland was
■ ■■>
_
India each year. Dr. Mathews, a son
Elizabeth Putnam, inform relatives
completed a three-year enlistment In
| his friend Jo Ripley (Cari Powell)
were: Richard Reed. Aime Beaudoin.
' guest the past week of his brotherthe Coast Guard service, having
of Portland an d now Dean Em eritus
that Mrs Putnam slipped and fell on
Mrs Laura Cooney
who played the part of a count with of the University of Chicago Divinity Ciafence Upham. Albert Dodge, Miss served on a cutter on the North
in-law, E. A. Smalley.
the basement floor of her home.
Gordon as his countess. T he femin- School, graduated from Colby in the Celia Brault, Mrs. Lillian McRae. Carolina coast.
I Atlantic 'Royal Arch Chapter will
Though no bones were broken the
Mrs. L aura Cooney, 82, widow of
Mrs. J. C. Cunningham. Mrs. Burpee.
ine leads w ere taken by Francos Mac
hold annual meeting Thursday night
ligaments of one leg are badlyJohn J . Cooney of Brooklyn, N. Y. Donald a n d Alice Brock. Eston Up- class of 1884. He has a national Mrs. Austin wBrewer, Mrs. Milton
Richard Rising of Swan's Island is
for
election
of
officers.
reputation for his lectures and books.
sprained. Mrs. Putnam is confined
Dick, Mrs. Lucius York. Mrs. John spending the winter with his grand
N athan Osier has returned to New died early Sunday morning a t the rhaw, a n u tty artist played by Curtis
to the bed and is unable to move.
Thompson and Mrs. John H. Flana parents, Mr. and Mrs. Harry Rising,
Harbor.
Sampson homestead. She was bom Payscn brought many laughs from
The Friendly Club of the Federated
gan. Mrs. Donald Perry and Mrs. Purchase street.
M O U N T PL E A SA N T
Mrs. George Newbert entertained in Waldo'ooro, the daughter of James the audience. Eleanor Burns as Aunt
Church will meet in the vestry on
Francis Louraine were hostesses.
Paralee
proved
an
efficiant
guardian
friends a t cards Friday evening at an£j Caroline Sampson. Mrs. Cooney
Hyler street Wednesday evening.
Friends of Mrs. Grace Malopey The party Friday evening of this
Rev. and Mrs. W. M. Brewster were
and m atchm aker for her niece Patsy.
her home.
Please come prepared for work.
is survived by a daughter, M rs Stuart Tctsy V antine, a chorus girl im were sorry to hear of her recent week will have Mrs. Clifton Cross, liberally remembered on their recent
A rthur Arey returned Saturday
Hemingway of Syracuse. N. Y.; two personated by Ruth Mitchell, made death .and much sympathy is ex Miss Helen LaCrosse and Miss Annie wedding anniversary with beautiful
from Camden.
sons, C arroll Cooney of Brooklyn and an interesting attempt to win the tended to her husband, A. W Delmonico in charge.
flowers, cards, letters, etc., and are
At the evening service at Union
Maloney.
W ED N ESD A Y -TH U R SD A Y
very grateful to those who thus mani
Church Sunday the work of the male Russell Cooney of Long Island, N. Y.; artist, b u t finally concluded that
Gordon S m ith lost a valuable Ger
Circle supper at the Congrega fested their friendship.
two sisters, Mrs. Elizabeth T urner of business w as good in everything but
chorus was much appreciated and it
tional vestry tomorrow at 4>.15 will
is hoped that the number of voices Thcm aston and Mrs Isabelle Parsons lovc v e n a Yeung as Maizie, the man dachshund last Friday.
Mrs. Lena K. Sargent enters Knox
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Carroll e n  have Mrs. A. J. Murray as chairma.i.
of
Damariscotta,
and
15
grandchilj
hott
1
clerk,
won
applause
for
her
will t e doubled next Sunday night.
Hospital
tonight and will undergo a
tertained
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Leon
W
hite
Rev. N. F. Atwood and O. C. Lan? dren. T he funeral was conducted quick responses and her success in
Junior Harmony Club meets to surgical operation probably tomor
sang the duet, "Jesus. Lover of M) Monday a t the SamP^n homestead, keeping secrets. Lillian Kirkpatrick, and sons Leon Jr., and Leighton of
Rsv. A. G. Davis, pastor of the Meth- the Irishwom an and Rcbert Mitchell Rockland, an d Mr. and Mrs. Gordon morrow evening at 6.30 at the Legion row.
Soul." Helen Arey was organist.
hall. A program will be presented
i odist Episcopal Church, officiating, a? a colored servant added much to Smith last Wedneday evening.
Mrs. R. L. Kirk who has been visit
Mr. and Mrs. T. J. Carroll, Benny under the direction of Mrs. Leola
In term en t was in Brookland ceme- Jthe hum or of the play. Mrs. Mitchell
ing
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. M.
A P PL E T O N R ID G E
Noyes,
counselor.
tery.
wa; in ch arg e of the features between Packard, Mrs. Ruth Smith and Mrs
Bartlett. South Thomaston, has re
Grace
Colburn
attended
the
funeral
the acts which were presented in exBenjamin Chaples was a dinner
P. P. Bicknell Is a surgical patient turned to Drain, Oregon. Enroute she
jcellcnt m anner, a dramatization of of Mrs. G race Maloney at Pleasan: at Knox Hospital.
guest at W. M. Newbert's Tuesday.
will visit her sisters for a few days in
the song, “O Soldier, Soldier ‘.Wont Point Tuesday.
The following officers have been
Omaha.
Charles W hitney is confined to his
. you M arry Me," by Mary Pekkanen
elected to serve the Willing Workers
The Woman's Foreign Missionary I
and W illiam Hilt; and a dialogue, home with an Infected leg, caused by Sosiety of the Methodist Church met
for this year: President. Mrs. Eliza
Word from Miami announces the
"Pat's Excuse,” by Dorothy Clarry varicose vein bursting.
beth Newbert; vice president, Mrs.
Thursday afternoon at the home of arrival on Tuesday, Jan. 9, in that
Miss C ynthia Smith is driving a Mrs. Majgaret. Philbrook. In line Florida winter vacation city, of Me.
and F ra n k Williams.
Benjamin Chaples; secretary, Mrs
The h ig h school is glad to welcome black pony bought recently by her with the general observance of the and Mrs. C. H. Berry and their young
Evelyn Pitman; treasurer. Mrs. Gert
R ich from Searsport as a mem- grandfather T. J. Carroll and B. A "Week of Prayer,” the subject wss daughter Marie. The party left
rude Moody; work committee, tame
Packard and given to her for
as last year.
th e freshman class.
"Prayer and F aith.” This also re Rockland on Friday, Jan. 5, paused
Christmas
present.
Mrs. Elizabeth Newbert was a guest
Tuesday afternoon the TJ.H.S.
flected the society's topic of study enroute to visit the New York auto
Thursday of Mrs. Lottie Wentworth.
pupils furnished the program for the
for the year—“A Century in Faith." mobile show and then made a quick
DEPARTMENT
Mrs. Elizabeth Stanley and daugh
j Community Club,
Miss Richan OFFICE OFTREASURY
THE COMPTROLLER OF Mrs. Edith Tweedie as leader gave an disposal of the remainder of their
THE CURRENCY,
ter who are in Eangor, attended Sun
accompanied a group from h e r music
opening article entitled, “Above AU, journey south, their final day’s run
W ashington. D. C.. Dec. 19. 1933
classes w ho sang tlfree selections.
day evening at the Methodist Church
NOTICE Is hereby given to all persons Faith." An article divided into two scoring 775 miles, a very handsome
who may have claims against "T he part.3—“Prayer” and "Noon Time”— record. They are now domiciled at
Compositions were read by Virginia Rockland
there a presentation of a mis
National Bank." Rockland.
Hcwe, M uriel Butler, Mary Pekkanen Maine, th a t the same must be pre was presented by Mss. C. E. Brooks the Fort Dallas Apartments, where
sionary drama "Missionaries To
sented to Edward C. Payson, receiver,
and G eraldine Gould. A monologue. with the legal proof tnereof. w ithin and Mrs. Tweedie, and Mrs. Ruth their winter visit will be made.
Burma,” written by Mrs. Dewitt Bald
m onths from this date, or they
win.
“Neighbors,” was given by Ruth three
Ellingwood read “Prayer Availeth
may be disallowed.
The Methebesec Club held ' an
Mitchell.
J. F. T. O'CONNOR.
Much." A playlet based on the work
Comptroller of the Currency.
evening meeting Friday at tile card
QUCH a scene should
Basketball
gam?s
with
the
Monroe
of
missionaries
in
Africa
had
Mrs.
151-34
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never be played to teams were played Wednesday night
Anah Gay, Mrs. Thelma Stanley, rooms of Mrs. Alan L. Bird, with
Mrs. Florence Stanley spent the
at
U.H.S.
gym,
with
these
results:
Mrs. Ella Lurvey, Mrs. Philbrook and Miss Caroline Jameson as hostess.
empiy pews — and, say
weekend at Lamoine with her sister.
Girls'
gam
e,
Monroe
30,
U
nion
13;
Mrs. Minnie Rogers as participants, With Russian Drama as the subject,
what you please, a full
W. A. Spurlir.g was a business visit
boys, U nion 37, Monroe 36. T he lineaftet
which Mrs. Tweedie read Atwood Levensaler as guest reader
church means good ad
or in Bangor last week.
j up for th e boys' game was as follows;
“When Thou Prayest." Hymns based gave three short stories—“The Queen
vance notices. Most of all, Union, Williams rf, Carleton Payson
Geneva Spurlmg spent the week
on prayer interspersed the program, of Spades” by Alexander Pushkin,
They didn’t know! . . . No one had
end a t Southwest Harbor.
plenty of invitations— lf, Beckwith If. .Simmons rf. H ilt c,
and the meeting closed with th e "The Work of Art’ and “The Sland
told them! . . . W hat can they do
M argaret Dwelley has returned to
aristocratic-looking ones, Curtis Payson rg, Esancy lg; Monroe,
reading of one of Grace Crowell's erer," by Anton Tchekov, and the
play "The Wasp' by Essex Dane,
Ellsworth where she is attending
LeClairs rf, Wildes If, Moody If,
now ? . . , W hat will people say?
beautifully engraved.
poems appropriate to the occasion.
High School.
which though not w ritten by a Rus
Grant
lg.
Doering
c,
Evans
rg,
Nason
Such invitations should
. . . What will become of them ?
Ruth Crowley and Mildred Jarvis
sian deals with Russia immediately
lg. W illiam s was high scorer for
E
X
T
R
A
SPE
C
IA
L
SALE
be engraved upon the
spent a few days last week with
after the Czar's death. Mr. Leven
Union w ith 15 points, and G ra n t for
rich, vellum-like texture
friends at Edison.
Friday and Saturday, Jan. 19 and saler gave his presentations in a bril
Monroe w ith 20 points.
ofLinweaveWedding Pa
Mrs. Forbis of Southwest Harbor
20, one hundred and fifty Hooverette liant manner, leaving his hearers In
Willie: “Papa, how can you tell
has been caring for Mrs. Andrew
pers. May we show them
Dresses trimmed with crisp organ the mood for more when the final
when a m an is drunk?”
Stanley who Is ill. Mrs. Stanley is i
die, with frills, pleats, in both cap words sounded. The meeting Jan. 26,
to you?
Papa: “Well, Son, do you see those
slowly improving.
N O O N E UNDER 16 A D M ITTED
and short sleeves. Medium and large will be a t the home of Mrs. Etta
The Courier-Gazette two m en over there? Well, if you
The Thimble Club met with Mrs. W.
sizes. Beautiful floral prints in fast Stoddard, Mrs. Gladys Morgan as
N O W P L A Y IN G RUTII C H A T T E R T O N in “F E M A L E ”
were intoxicated they would look like
F. Spurling Thursday, with eight j
colors, specially priced 59 cents, two leader will give a pajfer on The
e s i/ v
four.”
members present. Cocoa, sandwiches,
for $1.00. At Leach's Specialty Store, Music of Old Russia" and Mrs. Irene
Shows: 2. 6.30, 8.30; Cont. Satur
and cake were served. Next week the
Willie: “But, Papa, there is only
366 Main street.. Don't pass up this Walker on “The Music of New
W
K
I
IU
I
M
.
P
A
I
r
t
l
t
S
day, 2. to 10.30
club will meet with Mrs. A. J. Bryant.
one!”
special sale.—adv.
7-8 Russia.”
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Men's Garters, reg. 50c; pair ................................................19
Tomato Juice, 1 quart b o ttle .................................................19
Cotton Crepes; yard ...............................................................19
Children's Pink Jersey Bloomers, sizes 6. 8. 10, 12; pair .09
9 pairs Men's All Silk Pajamas, reg. 5.00; pair ............... 2.49
Lamp Shades, 8 inch. reg. 85c; each ................................... 29
Blue Ruffled Curtains, reg. 95c; pair ................................... 49
Axminster and Bath Rugs, all a t ....................One-half Price
Card Tables, reg. 3.00 ..................................................— 1-89
New Checked Table Damask, 4 colors. 56 in. wide, ex
.69
cellent value; yard -.............-..............................- ......
Unbleached Cotton; yard ................................................. .... 11
Ladies' Silk and Wool Hose, reg. 63c; p a i r ..................... .49
Turkish Bath Towels, fine quality; e a c h .......................... .19
Fort Orange Toilet Paper; 16 rolls f o r ............................ .99
Linen Lunch Cloths, fancy borders, reg. 1.69 .............._1.39
White Madras Cloth, reg. 50c; yard ................................... 19
9-4 Truth Sheeting, reg. 42c yard; yard ............................ 29
White B. V. D. Check, reg. 20c; yard ................................. 09
All Art Linens ......................................................... Half Price
Men's Flannelette Nightshirts, 3 only, 2 size 15,1 size 17,
reg. 1.00; each ............................................. - ......................39
Odd Let Short Length Printed Silks, reg. 1.00; yard .... .79
Odd Lot Cotton Tweed Dress Materials; special to
close; yard ..........—............................-............................ .29
Boudoir Chair, reg. 15.75 ................................................... 1199
Odd Lot Smocks, reg. 1.00 and 1.98 ................................... 59
Children's Blouses, reg. 1.15 ................................................. 79
Girls' Wool Dresses, reg. 3.98 ............................................. 2.49
White Uniforms (soiled slightly), reg. 1 9 8 .........................79
Men’s Cotton and Wool Shirts and Drawers, reg. 1.85,
odd sizes ................................. .........-......................— 119
Ladies' Figured Chalaine Pajamas, reg. 1.00....................... 59
5 Corduroy Pajamas, reg. 3.98 ......................................2.99
7 Corduroy Bathrobes, reg. 4.50 ......................................2.99
Porch Drapery Material, 36 in. wide, reg. 75c; y a r d .......49
Childress Summer Socks, reg. 25c pair; 3 pairs f o r .......... 49
Fancy Figured Outing Flannel, reg. 25c; yard ..................19
10% Discount on all Lady Pepperell Products in Stock.
Foundation Garments. Discontinued Lines, also Odds
and Ends of other lines. To clear a t ......... One-half Price
Men's Ritz Shirts, odd sizes, reg. 1.35 each; to close, ea. 1.19
Statler Toilet Paper; 4 rolls for .......................................... 29
Fancy Peasant Lunch Cloths, size 53x50, reg. 89c; each .69
Gabardine (white cotton), reg. 50c; yard ...........................19
Columbia Blankets. 72x84, Jacquard Border, all colors,
reg. 5.00 .........1............ /.............- .................................... 2.49
Pure Silk Nightgowns, reg. 5.50 ........................................ 3.49
Men's 100’:: Wool Sweaters, pull-over style, golf neck,
green, blue, tan and brown heather, reg. 3.00 .......... 1.99
Men's Broadcloth Pajamas, 2 pairs, reg. 1 9 0 ................... 99
Columbia Blankets, 66x80, Jacquard Eorder, all colors 2.99
Linen Crash, rcg. 38c; y a rd ..................................................... 29
Ladies' Pure Silk Hose, chiffon and service, reg. 1.00,
and 1.25 ...... ............................................................-..........69
All Furniture not advertised ....... _... 1'3 Off Regular Price
Green and White Ruffled Curtains, reg. 295; pair ---- 1.19
White and Vfolet Scrim Curtain material, reg. 25c yard;
2 yards for ................................................................ ...........29
4 Beacon Bathrobes, reg. 398 ........................................... 2.99
1 lot Children’s Slip-over Sweaters, reg. 198; each .........99
Real Silk Pongee Pajamas, two-piece and one-piece,
reg. 2.98 ............ .................... :........................................... 1.99
Queen City (double blankets), 66x76, grey and white,
reg. 2.25 ............................................................................. 1.49
Children's Mercerized Long Hose, reg. 50c; p a i r ..................29
All Wool Two-piece Underwear, odd sizes, reg. 3.00 ...... 1.99
Beacon Baby Blankets, 36x50 (bound), reg. 1.09 .......... 79
Cretonnes, 22c and 25c yard; 4 yards f o r .............................. 49
Ecru Fancy Curtains, net, reg. 38c yard; 2 yards f o r .......... 49
Hassock, reg. 595 ............................................................... 2.99
Odds and Ends, Girls' Rayon Union Suits, some slightly
soiled, reg. 1.00; to clo se................................... .. - ....-..... 33
Beacon Baby Blankets, 30x40, reg. 59c................................. 39

All Pewter Ware at ......................................... One-half Price
Wool Scarfs, reg. 59c ............. ...............................................39
Men's Sparkle Dot Dress Shirts, white only, "Ritz,"
reg. 1.65 ......................................................... ........................ 1 2 9
1 lot Summer K nitted Suits, reg. 16.59 ........................... 9 99
Beacon Part Wool Blankets, all colors, 72x84 ................ 3.49
Boudoir Lamps, reg. 1.00 ........ ...........-..................................79
Walnut Sewing Cabinet, reg. 14.50 .................................. 10-59

CANDY
In the Black and W hite Box
F O R NINE C E N T D A Y S

(foe lb.
All Curtains n et advertised....................... Priced Very Low
Wooden Tip Top Toys. reg. 50c............................................. I9
Linen Crash, reg. 25c; y a rd .................................................... 19
Big Three Ironing Board Sets, reg. 1.00 ............................ 79
Fancy Plaid Table Cloths, size 54x54, reg. 1.09 ................. 89
Castor Oil; 2 ounce b o ttle .......... !..........................1..............09
Jergens Lotion, reg. 50c siz e.....................................-............39
Colgates Dental Cream , reg. 25c’tube; 2 f o r ............ ......... 29
Turkish Bath Towels, extra good quality; e a c h ................... 29
Linen Huck 'Towels, reg. 50c, fancy borders; each ...........2ft
Plaid Sheet Blankets, 70x80; ea c h .........................................79
Bouton Talcum, reg. 25c ..................................... .................. IS
Ingraham's Shaving Cream, reg. 50c ..................................29
1 lot Knit Suits, reg. 5.98 ................................................... 3.79
Peroxide. 6 oz. b o ttle ...............................................................99
1 Boudoir Chair, reg. 18.50............................................... 13.19
Metal Reading Lamps, reg. 1.00 .................................."9
1 lot Milanese Lace Trimmed Panties, reg 1 9 8 ............. 1-29
Small lot 5.00 Hook-around Girdles ................................ 2.49
Congress Playing Cards, reg. 58c; pack ..............................39
Woodburys Facial Soap. reg. 25c....................................... -19
Soda Mints, 40 tablets ........................................................... OS
Blue Table Lamp with Silk Shade, reg. 15703........
7.49
Rose, Rust, Blue, Green, Rep Overdrape Material, reg.
75c; yard .........................................*.................................... 59
All 2.25 Genuine Leather Hand B ags................................ 1-4S
1 lot 1.00 Jewelry ............................. ........................................ 69
Small lot 2.50 S atin G irdles............................................i 1 59
1 lot .Knit Dresses, reg. 4.98 ..........................................2.79
House Dresses, reg. 2.98 ..................................................... 1-79
Girls' Wool Dresses, reg. 2.98 ......................................... 2.49
1 lot House Dresses, reg. 1.98.............................................. 1.19
1 lot Flannel Bathrobes, reg. 4.50...................................... 2.99
1 Navy Silk Street Dress, size 20, reg. 10.75.................... 6.99
1 Peach Satin Evening Gown, size 18, reg. 16.50............. 9.99
1 lot House Dresses, reg. 1.39 and 1.50............. ......................99
Woodbury’s Dental Cream, reg. 25c..................................... 19
1 Navy Wool Dress, size -40. reg. 16.50 ............................. 9.99
Sodium Carbonate, 16 ounces............................................... 09
1 Navy Wool and Print Dress, size 40. reg 16.50............. 9.99
Twin Sweater Sets, reg. 4.50 1.......................................... 3.39
1 Navy Wool Dress, size 40, reg. 16.50 ............................. 9.99
1 Lot, 28 Dresses, reduced to ........................................... 2.79
Odd Curtains, values to 250, one pair each, o n ly .............. 79
White Dress, soiled, size 36. reg. 10.75 ............................. 4.79
Venida Cleansing Tissues, reg. 25c pkg.................................. 19
1 Black Silk Dress, size 2214, reg. 15.00 ............................. 9.99
1 Printed Chiffon Evening Gown, size 44, reg. "IS OO .... 9.99
Meritas Satin Damask Table Cover, stainless, flannel
back, 54x54, reg. 1.00; e a c h ......................................... .79
1 lot 50c Jewelry .................- ................................................... 29

To 1934
1 Black Wool Dress, size 42. reg. 10.75 .....................
7.99
1 Brown Silk Dress, size 42. reg. 23 50 .................
17.49
Small lot 2 50 Swamie Girdles ................... .............
1.59
1 lot House Dresses, reg. 1.50 and 1.00 ................
.59
1 Black Silk Street Dress, size 18, reg. 12.75 ........
5.99
1 lot Woodbury's Talcum Powder, reg. 25c.............
.19
.09
Rcsewater and Glycerine, 4 ounces ................... «...
1 lot Knft Dresses, 4.98 ...........................................
2.79
1 lot Jersey Blouses, special at ...............................
.29
1 lot Cotton Blouses .................................................
.29
1 Black Silk Dress, size 18, reg. 16.50................................ 8.99
1 Green Silk Dress, size 20, reg. 10.75 ............................. 5.99
1 Black Wool Dress, size 18. reg. 16.50 .......................... . 9.99
Twin Sweater Sets, reg. 298 ............................................. 1.79
Disinfectant, 4 ounce b o ttle....................................................09
Fullers Earth. 4 ounce tin ....................................................09
Boric Acid. 4 o unces................................................................09
1 lot Knit Suits, reg. 25.00 .................................................. 16.49
1 Brown Wool Dress, size 16, reg. 15 00 ......................... 7.49
1 Rust Silk Evening Gown, size 16, 10.75 ....................... 5.99
1 lot Knit Suits, reg. 10.98 ............................................... 5.99
2 Flannel Bathrobes, reg. 5 98 ......................................... 4.49
Ash Stands, reg. 1.25......................, ....................... ..............89
1 Green Silk Dress, size 38, reg. 16.50 .......................... 9.99
1 Tan Lace Evening Gown, size 22’4, reg. 15 00
9.99
Girls' Cotton Dresses, reg. 2.98, 7 to 14 y e a rs.................. 2.49
1 lot Vanta Bands. Panties and Shirts, to- close................ 19
Upholstery Material, 50 inches wide, reg. 1.50; y a r d ....... 89
1 Printed Silk Dress, size 46, reg. 15.00 ......................... 9.99
1 Black Velvet Dress, size 42, reg. 16.50........................... 9.99
1 Peach Silk Evening Gown, size 42, reg. 16.50............... 9.99
1 Pewter Table Lamp. reg. 15.00 .................................. 7.49
1 lot Girls’ Cotton Dresses, reg. 1.98 ................................ 1.19
Brooms .....................................................................................29
1 lot Crepe and Silk Prints, reg. 1.23; y a r d .........................99
1 lot Sweaters, reg. 2.25 ............................ !.................. . 1.79
1 lot Soiled Middies, reg. 1.00...... ......................................... 49
Mirrors, rag. 1.25 ..... .............................................................89
1 Brown Velvet Dress, size 40. reg. 16.50 ......................... 9.99
1 Pink Lace Evening Gown, size 42, reg. 16.50 ............. 9.99
1 Tan and Brown Wool Dress, size 17, reg. 15.00............ 7.49
1 Bcet-rcot Silk Dress, size 30’4, reg. 16 50 ...................... 9.99
1 Navy Chiffon Dress, size 20'a, reg. 1650 .................. 9.99
1 lot of 5.95 Dresses .each ................................................ 2.30
1 lot Girls' Wool Skirts, 10 to 14 years, reg. 2.25 and
2.98
1.79
Odd lot Girls' Cotton Dresses, sizes 2 to 6, reg. 1.00, 1.S8;
each ................
69
All Pewter Ware, at ........................................ One-half Price
1 Tan Wool Dress, size 16, reg. *15.00 .............................. 9.99
1 Brown Velvet Dress, size 18. reg. 16.50......................... 9.99
1 Green Silk Evening Gown, size 48.reg. 9.50 ............... 4.49
1 lot Girls’ Wool Dresses, reg. 1.93 ..............
1.19

50 New P a tte rn s

PERCALE, 8 0 SQUARE
19c yard
1 Brown Velvet Dress, size 24)4, reg. 16.50 .................. 9.99
1 White Dress, soiled slightly, size 18, reg. 10.75 .......... 4.79
1 Printed Silk Dress, size 16)4, reg. 15.00...................... 4.79
1 Wine Lace Dress, size 38, reg. 2jj.C0 .............................14.49
1 lot Sweaters, reg. 298 .................................................. 1.99
1 lot Silk Scarfs .................................................................... 29
All 5.00 and 3.95 Hats .................................. ................... 2.49

Fuller - Cobb * Davis
f

\

R ockland, Maine

T h i s is a s m a l l r e p r e s e n t a t i v e l is t o f th e
m a n y b a r g a in s in o u r s to r e o n 9 0 D a y s

9
9

ly and efficiently fill your nee^s.
Mail orders receive the same per
sonal attention from our Store

From 1898

9
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STARTS

A T N IN E A . M. F R ID A Y , J A N U A R Y 1 9

9
Soisette, all colors; rcg 35c yard; y a rd ................................09
7 Heavy Flannel Night Shirts, size 15 only; rcg. 1.50
1.29
Ladies' Pure Silk Hose, chiffon and service; reg. 88c pr. .49
Snuggles and Vests to match, all sizes; e a c h ..................... 49
Wool Khaki Cloth, reg. 1.25; yard ................................. -59
One lot Silk Undies, Gowns, Chemise, Slips, Panties,
Pajamas and Dance Sets; values 2.00 to ji.CO each;
reduced less than .................................- .............. Half Price
Slumbcrland Sheets, 81x99; special, each .......................... 99
Slumberland Cases, 42x36; special ..............29; or 4 for .99
Men’s Heavy Fleeced- Lined Shirts, 34 and 38 sizes;
reg. 1.00 .... ......................................... -......... ........... -..... .19
Soft Spun Cotton Huck Towels; reg. 29c to 35c; each... .19
Men's Wool Hcse, Irregulars, 35c and 50c quality; 2 pair .19

TELEPHONE

A nd our sales people Will prompt

Inclusive

9

9c

9

9

Shopper.

9
Imported Russian Oil. 16 ounces............................................ 39
396 Packages of Needles ........................................................ 09
Tape Measures ...................................
09
1 Black Velvet Dress, size 16, 16.50 ................................ 9.99
1 Wine Fur Lined Coat. reg. 25.00 ................................ 13.49
1 Green Fur Trimmed Coat. reg. 19.75 ....................... 10.49
81 Cards of Darning Wool, reg. 5c; 4 f o r ............................ 09
1 Brown Fur Lined Coat, reg. 35.00 ................................ 19.49
1 Black Velvet Dress, size 16, reg. 10.75........................... 5.49
All regular 2.95 H a ts ........................................................... 1.99
1 Black Dress, size 15, reg. 16.50........................................ 4.79
Ingraham's Milkweed Cream, reg. 50c ................................39
53 pairs Garters, reg. 25c........................................................ 19
1 Blue Fur Lined Coat, reg. 19.75 .................................... 12.49
6 Pin Cushions, reg. 25c..........................................................19
Norwegian Cod Liver Oil, 16 o u n ces...................................39
Germicide, 8 ounce b o ttle...................................................... 39
1 Black Fur Trimmed Coat, reg. 29.50 ........................... 16.49
Brown Tweed Coat, beaver collar, reg. 33.50 ............... 19.49
4 Blanket Snow Coats, reg. 10.00 and 12 50 .................... 5.49
1 Pink Silk Evening Gown, size 20. reg. 16 50
8.49
1 Tan and Red Silk Evening Gown, size 14, reg. 15.00... 9.99
All 1.95 Hats .......................... ........................... .................... 99
Cold Cream Soap, box of 6 cakes; b o x ................................. 29
Raffy Perfume, reg. 1.25 .....................................................89
Mending Silk, reg. 10c each; 2 f o r ...................................... 09
1 Brown Silk Dress, size 16, rcg. 12.75 ........................... 4.79
4 Ski Coats, reg. 7.50......................................................... 3.49
6 Rain Coats; special a t ..........................................................89
1 Brown Pok) Coat, reg. 10.50 ........................................ 5.49
10)4 yards Ruffling, /eg. 1.00; yard .....................................49
3 Pique Vestees, reg. 1.00 .....................................................29
Girls’ Colored Mittens; special, p a i r ................................ .59
Grey Chinchilla Fur Trimmed Coat. reg. 25 CO ............ 4 99
Black Caracul Cloth Coat, reg. 25 CO ........................... 4.99
2 Blanket Snow Coats, reg. 5.00 ...................................... 2.69
Royalty Line of Toiletries, reg. 29c; each ...........................03
Charvai Soap, box of 4 .........................................................29
All Shades of Embroidery Silk, one dozen skeins f o r .......09
1 Printed Silk Dress, size 1614, reg. 15.00......................... 4.79
1 Purple Dress, slightly faded, size 29)4, reg. 12.75 ...... 4.79
All 1.00 Hats .................................................:......................... 69
All 1250 Coats .................................................................. 7.49
Ski Pants, reg. 3.00.............................................................. 2.19
Ski Pants, reg. 4.50 .................... ...................................... 3.99
Children's Coats, reg. 7.50 .............................................. 4.99
Fabric Gloves, all sizes, assorted colors, reg. 1.00 .......... 69
Princess P at Face Powder, reg. 25c .....................................09
All Shades Embroidery Linen, 1 dozen skeins f o r .............. 09
All Atomizers ................................................... Reduced 25%
Razets (Boudoir Razor 1 reg 5 0c.............................
.29
1 lot Kid Gloves, reg 2.15 and 2.98
.. 1.49
1 lot Fabric Gloves, reg. 50c .................................
.39
Ladies' Cotton Pajamas, reg. 1.53 .......................
.99
Ski Suits, reg. 12 50 ...............................................
8.99
Ski Suits, reg. 10.50 .................................................
7.49
Ski Suits, reg. 7.50 ..................................................
5.99
Children's Coats, reg. 8.75.............................. •........
4.99
1 Red Dress, size 16'4, reg. 10.75
4.79
Sewing Braid, reg. 10c; 2 f o r ....................... ...........
.09
All f 19 75 Coats ............... ‘......................................
12.99
All 22.50 Coats .........................................................
14.99
White Rubber Baby Pants ..................
.. .09
)« inch Rayoit Elastic. 4 yards on card; card
.. .09
All 22.50 Coats .........................................................
14.99
All 25.00 Coats ........................................................
16.99
Pink Sew-on Supporters, assorted ......................
.09
Star Mending Cotton, assorted colors; 2 f o r .........
.09
All 29.50 Coats ................................. .......................
19.49
All 35 00 C o a ts .................. .......................................
22.49
Wllsnap White or Black. Snap Fasteners; card
.. .09
1 Muslin Collar, reg. 75c ..........................................
.. 229
All 39.50 Coats ... .................................................
24 99
All 3.95 Raincoats ....................................................
3.39
All 4.25 Raincoats ....................................................
. . 2 99
1 Navy Blue Dress, size 20'i, reg. 10 75 .................
4.79
All 45.00 Coats .........................................................
29.99
All 49.50 C o a ts........................................
34.49
Children's Coats, reg. 10.95 ....................................
....7.49
Ski Coats, reg. 7.75....................................................
. 5.29
All 55.00 C o a ts ..........................................................
.34 99
All 59.50 Coats .........................................................
39.49
All 75.C3 Coats ......................................................
49.49
Reg. 1.95 Riding Breeches ......................................
1.49
Reg. 2 95 Riding Breeches x.....................................
1.99
Reg. 4 00 Riding Breeches ......................................
2.99
Reg. 3.50 Riding Breeches ......................................... v..... 2.49
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Photo G rave Line

A WATER ESCALATOR
ERE is Gatun Lock, one of the
T he opportunity to see these locks
“ water escalators" on duty in the at work is 'onsidered by most passen
Panam a Canal It is not far fromgers taking the weekly cruises be
Colon at the Atlantic entrance and is tw een New York, the Central Ameri
composed of a series of three locks cas, and California, as one of the
each of which—like ail the locks in g re atest treats of the entire trip. As
thia amazing waterway—is composed the ship nears Gatun from Colon little
of twin chambers so th a t ships may
be passed in opposite directions simul electric engines called mules, running
along both lock walls, take thd ship in
taneously.
Dimensions give the most graphic tow to guide her through the locks
Idea of what astounding feats of Mod The giant chamber doors mysteri
ously open, the ship enters the en
ern engineering the locks .eally are
Each of the chambers is about 70 feet closure. and the doors swing closed
deep, is more than 100 feet wide and T he » ater churns and bubbles, lifting
1000 feet long—spacious enough to ac its massive burden to the level of the
commodate the largest ships that sail second lock. This is repeated until the
the seas The gates which give en ship has been lifted 85 feet to the level
trance to 'he chambers are composed of Gatun Lake—after crossing which,
of two leaves, each 65 feet long. 7 feet
it is lowered by Pedro Miguel and
thick, and about 50 to 60 feet high,
Miraflores Locks to the level of the
weighing about 400 to 750 tons.
Pacific.

H

Photo Grace Line

AN ARMFUL OF DINNER
TURKEY stuffed full of delicious , arm adillo needs. If he hasn't time to
dressing, or a clove-bedecked pig run from his enemy and is forced to
with an apple in iis mouth cannotface the music, he rolls up into a ball
so that nothing but the armor is ex
compare ith the tre a t In store for
If he has time to beat a retreat,
this little maid of H onduras Her Idea posed.
he digs himself into the earth so rap
of a real feast is a nice plump arma
idly and completely that it is welldillo And just to be sure there is n<
nigh impossible to dig him out. Thu
misdelivery, rhe is carrying it hornrmadillo himself, however, is a timid
herself.
oul and only, ir cases of extreme
The armadillo, Indigenous to Cei
rovocation o’es he attack and then
tral America, ,s named from the bon
s a m atter of clawing
arm ur-like shell with which it is cui
Natives of Central America conered. This armor Is composed o
ider the flesh—particularly of the
plates which form a solid covering <
ecles which feeds on /egetable
the head and over the shoulders a'
>da—to be a rare delicacy The shell
haunches The shell encircles the n
*y fashion >ntu artistic baskets and
section of 'he anim al in transve
uvemrs Most voyagers, however.
bands to provide protection and p
>o atop off in .tile Central Americas
m it free movement of 'h e body. T
their voyage between New York
legs are shori and strong
1 California prefer to take their
The armor and claw-like legs a
j adilHs tn
iBsket form, rather
about all the defense equipment tl
in as a table delicacy

A

FLORIDA

M IA M I’S

Ideal R e to r t H otel
Convenient to all paints of in terest— Modem m every way
An enjoyable view from our spacious ground-floor porches, which
■mound the hotel
Many rooma with private balcootea

HOTEL

GRALYNN
Comer Second Street
and First Aven&e
M ODERATE RATES

II H. Ma.se
Manager

E very-O ther Day
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Dining Room Service Vnsurpaued

A /ay W e Suggest—

HOTEL BELLEVUE
BEACON STREET,

BOSTON, MASS.

Located on Beacon
Hill next to tlic
State House

Just a few minutes’ walk to the theatre, financial
and shopping centers

New L o w er R ates
Rooms without bath, $ 2 .00
up: with bath, $3.00
Complete Restaurant and Cafeteria Service

up

TH E TEA DRINKER

Infant A m ong W estern H em  Is Often the Man Who Works
Hardest and Who Plays Hardest
isphere Republicans Kicks
Why is it that- the greatest drink
U p Its Heels
ers of tea among men are those who
Panama, which recently celebrated
work hard and play hard? Back
the thirtieth anniversary of its in 
woodsmen of Australia, lumberjacks
dependence from Colombia, Is one
of Canada, the Bedouins of the S a
of the infants among the republics
hara, explorers, aviators, athletes,
of the Western Hemisphere, both in
and sportsmen of America are among
area and age, according to a bulletin
the world's greatest tea drinkers
issued by the National Geographic
Moreover, none of the large pola.
Society.
expeditions have been complete with
"Columbus cruised In Panamanian out their quota of tea. Robert E
bays on his fourth voyage in search Peary has said: "The only essentials!
of a short cut from Europe to needed in an Arctic sledge journey,
Cathay." says the bulletin. “Balboa no matter what the duration, are
chose to cross this lean neck of land four — pemmtean, tea, biscuit ano
to discover the Pacific Ocean. Later condensed milk."
it enjoyed high rank among the lead
Harvard football players have
ing Spanish colonies of the world realized the value of a cup of tea for
because rich colonists on the west after every hard gruelling praotic coast of South America preferred to game, the boys retire to the club
transfer across it rather than to -house, there to find the steaming po
'double' Cape Horn as a part of a of "the cup that cheers.' and to en
commercial route to Europe; but joy its refreshing and stim ulatin;
Panama's outstanding era of econom properties. Each Saturday, after th?
ic and political advancement has been big games, tea is not only enjoyed by
since 1903 when the area changed the Harvard squad, but also by the
from a department of Colombia to visiting teams.
A strapping six-footer, one of the
an independent State.
husky Texas football players who
M ore T h a n H alf U noccupied
met Harvard a few years ago. was
"Shaped like a crawling caterpillar, overheard in conversation with a
with its head touching Costa Rica on friend. “Do you know; he exclaimed
the north and its tail reaching south “what they served us after our
ward to the forested mountains of game? Tea—and I’ll be darned if we
Colombia. Panama is well-known to didn't drink it, and. .what's mere, wn
few people beyond its borders be liked it!”
cause its fame is overshadowed by the
During the World War American
importance to the world of the Pana soldiers got the habit of tea drinxma Canal Zone. . The Canal Zone,
however, is merely a ten-mile-wide
strip across the Isthmus while the
Republic covers an area equal to that
of the State of Maine.
"When the traveler who likes large
cities ar.d vast cultivated areas learns
from his guidebook that more than
one-fcalf of Panama is unoccupied
and a portion of the occupied area is
poorly cultivated, he visualizes a wild.
1undeveloped, poverty-stricken region
j cf little interest. True, progress is
difficult In many parts of the Re
public. There are many thousands
cf wild square miles of forests and
d;rse, tropical jungle land where are
heard only the calls of native beasts
a rd birds and the splash of dashing
I streams th at have never been
chut red by the turn of a motordriven
prcPcllcr or paddle wheel.

Man Finds Best jTenants Harbor Days!
Way to End His •>—’r ~ -r T- —
Meanest Cough
'Hie m eanest ano most stubborn cough
is one that comes w ith a cold, and which
tickles your throat and robs you o f your
night’s sleep, because even good cough
medicines stN'm unable to stop it.
Just try th is: Drop Johnson's Anodyne
Liniment in to a teaspoonful o f sugar until
saturated, and allow it to m elt in your
mouth until dissolved. Let it trick le down
your throat and see how it soothes those
irritated, inflamed m embranes and stops
the tickle and cough, too.
This old tim e medicine beats them a ll. It
h as effective today as it w as when a
wise old physician originated it in 1810.
Live it a thorough trial. I.ib r:«l b o t t l^ o f
Johnson’s Anodyne I inim ent costs only 35<
nt your drug or grocery store, and three
times as much, only 6U|. Get it tonight
and sleep.

Excels in Q uality and Flavor

It was certainly interesting to read
in the Jan. 9 issue of The Courier- I
Gazette, the letter from Waldoboro
Particularly so to me with regard to
that part referring to "Dad's" diaries.
It is now 26 years since I began the I
series of "Tenant's Harbor Days” in I

J

the “Old Home Town Paper." Al
first the boys and girls of my genera
tion told me that their children were !

SALADA'
TEA

II

"Fresh from the Gardens"

as much Interested In the articles as I what I rtad in the papers.” And the bait 50 yen'"} ago. Lsn t it a fact?
they were.
paper, tell us th a t "Little Women,"! Quoting again from the letter in
But the surprising fact to me now by Louisa M. Alcott of Concord, rllc Courier-Gazette:
“I often
ing from their British comrades, ana is. that young people, who, as we are JMass., is one of the best paying wonder hew long that diary will hold
many of them, today, are confirmed told, are not interested in much of I pictures on the sllv.er screen today. c u ;?” Don t wonder about that fact.
tea drinkers. It is also interesting to anything, should be interested in the Just why? Seme years ago there was I a,n
1 taking up Dad s diary for
note that every year several thou- doings that "Dad's” diaries record !a very popular play on the stage en- i 188‘1- and 1 have them all to ifnd inrar.d pound., of tea in sealed foil I am now quoting from the article I titled, "New Lamps for Old." In my c'uding 1921. You just wonder if
packages are sent far North to the above mentioned.
"Although the 1case. "Cld News for New." i.e., Eoze wlu hold out- for “ ® a >°ng look
Mounted Police posts for the red diary was written before my day i Yankee fashion I am swapping news abcad to 1971, and we are told that
>
coats must "get their tea." In view (said day not being given! in fancy '
of 50 years ago for current news of '“I he young man may die, but the old'
of the conception held by many peo it seems I know all he wtllcs about, the day. A la Ripley, "believe it or m ust die."
ple that tea is a rather effeminate and it harks us all back to the days not,” but I am keenly alive to the
As my dear old friend Sir Walter
beverage, ft will surprise them to find , father and mother tell us about."
current news brought to us three- F.alcigh (1552-1618! once wrote when
it playing such a prominent part in
I am now quoting from a letter re- j times-a-wcek by T he Courier-Gazette. he was on the earth: "If all the world
the dangerous and severe enterprises
ceivcd under date of Jan. 1, 1934. Doesn't m atter much to me now and lave were young." Well, they
of man.
(“You will no doubt be surprised to what the town is, as the names of just ain't—that’s all.
Boze
1hear from someone whom you have the people are about as familiar now
Mrs. Newly-Rich was recounting to
never known, but I have read 'Dad's as in my own Tenants Harbor. I t is Somerville, Mass. Jan. 10.
an acquaintance the thrilling events Diary' in The Courier-Gazette so not so much now. "Who are you?"
cf the night before, w hfa the house many tlmeis, and have heard my as—"What are you doing these days?” ,
Sente years ago I received a letter
had been burgled. "As a m atter of father and mother speak of you so
soon improved and blotches cleared
fact," she said, “we were eating our often, th at I thought I would write fiom a man in California which read
a w a y by d a ily t r e a t m e n t w ith
something
like
this:
"I
am
a
native!
' you a line to let you know th at we
soup—"
"Then, of course," interrupted the all enjoy your write-ups very much. of Maine, never was in Tenants Har- I
j bor. don't know anybody there, but
candid friend, “none of you heard I am 18 years old now."
Like Will Rogers, "All I know is we all did about the same in the pie
anything."—Christian Advocate.
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Produces More Than 2,000,000 Stems
of Bananas
"But if one follows the more im
portant trade routes radiating from
coastal towns. Panamanian agricul
tural and industrial development will
be revealed New railways and high
ways arc being thrust into the forests
whence come fine hardwoods for
furniture making, and to bar.ana
plantations that produce more than
2.000.000 stems of bananas annually.
Sugar plantations produce nearly
sufficient sugar for home consumpiion; cattle ranches provide sufficient
meat fcr the Panamanian dinlr.g
tables, and vast quantities of hides
for export. Coffee, balata, coconuts,
cacao and ivory nuts also thrive on
the fertile, sun-swept Isthmus.
"The seas off Panama for many
years have supported thriving pearl,
salt, spor.ge and coral industries,
while in.and many Panamanians are
employed in sugar refineries, soap, 1
tanning, candle, shoe, and hat factor
ies. and in gathering tortoise shell for
' export
"Panama City, capital of the Re1public, situated on the slopes over
looking the Pacific Ocean, is Panama's j
largest city. Its 74.000 inhabitants
constitute about one-sixth of th? j
population of the Republic. When,
early in the 16th century, the first [
governor of the Spanish colony on
the Atlantic side of the Isthmus. |
visited the Pacific side, he found only
a tiny na'ive fishing village.'Panama
In the native Indian tongue, means
'abundant fish.' To-day the succes
sor to th a t village is a modern city
dominated by handsome government
buildings which house the President.,
the five cabinet ministers which he ;
appoints, and the Chamber of De- j
put.es which legislates for the Re
public''’ nine
provinces.
Each
pi evince has a governor who is also
a presidential appointee.
.
Cities are Racial Melting Pots
"Colon, second largest city is
• ituated on the Atlantic side of the
Is'hm u,. It Is one of Panama's moat
st, iking examples of modern city de
velopment. Not many decad s ago.
its ite was a swampy, fevet-infested
lsiand but it now is one of the most
modern Panamanian cities with
about 30.000 inhabitants. Across the
street from Co on is Cristobal In the
Canal Zone. Incidentally Balboa
also in the Canal Zone, is but a short
tram ride from Panama City, on the |
opposite side of the Isthmus.
“Panama's population centers have
become racial melting pots. On the
streets of the capital, the American
liavelcr may be jostled by men from ;
India, China. Japan. Malasia, the ,
East and West Indies, the South Sea
Blands. and nearly all the countries
of Eu.ope and South America A
recent census reported th a t there
were some 3.000 orientals, 52,0001
whites. 86.000 negroes. 33,500 Indians, {
and 268,000 Mestizos, in the Republic." '
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IT H t h e f ir s t f lic k o n t h e s t a r t i n g b u t t o n , A M O C O -G A S f e e d s t h e c o l d e s t
m o t o r a s m o o t h , c o n t i n u o u s f lo w o f p o w e r . A M O C O -G A S n e v e r f a ils to
s t a r t -- A M O C O - G A S n e v e r s t a lls !
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A M O C O -G A S m a v b e n e w t o y o u , b u t 1 9 y e a r s p e r f o r m a n c e o n t h e r o a d
b a c k s o u r i n t r o d u c t i o n . I n t h e M id d le A t l a n t i c S t a t e s , A M O C O -G A S l i a s a lw a y s
m e a n t q u i c k e r s t a r t in g , g r e a t e r r i d i n g a n d d r iv i n g e a s e , f e w e r r e p a i r s a n d
l o w e s t c o s t p e r m ile .
A M O C O -G A S w a s t h e f i r s t s p e c i a l m o t o r f u e l . It s t i l l i s f i r s t , T r y A M O C O G A S a n d r i d e o u t t h e f a c t s f o r y o u r s e l f ! S o ld f r o m t h e G r e e n P u m p a l l t h e
w a y f r o m M a in e t o F lo r i d a !
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